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 This research assessed green space morphology in Kuwait City, explaining its evolution 
from 1982 to 2014, through the use of geo-informatics, including remote sensing, geographic 
information systems (GIS), and cartography. This research examined archival and contemporary 
satellite images that show the distribution, size, amount, and type of green spaces in Kuwait City, 
within the framework of its surrounding urban, exurban, and suburban expansion, and landuse 
change. Through this integrated analysis, it was found that green space growth passed through 
three main stages: Early Stage, Growth Stage, and Stable Stage.  
 This study also examined the effective use of public parks and their distribution, finding 
that the distribution of parks is effective in some areas served the adjacent districts, yet not in 
others. Spatial analysis was conducted to assess ideal buffer distances and their relationships to 
the greatest number of residents in adjacent districts.  Buffer distances were tested at 0.5, 1.0, 
and 1.5 miles and roadway buffers were applied to define zones where parks were accessible by 
walking. It was also found that boulevards and cross-streets hampered green space accessibility 
and use, more so than distances to the parks, and the urban zones that they accommodated.   
 Study findings help to better understand the reasons behind green space growth and urban 
area where the more green space is needed and why. These findings will help us in future 
planning and green space creation and integration in Kuwait City, and for similar new urban 
spaces in other new cities across Kuwait.  
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Numerous studies have examined green spaces using a variety of methods. However, 
many terminologies have been used to simply define a green space or vegetated area. For 
example, “Urban Green Space” (UGS) often refers to all areas or zones that have vegetation 
within the urban fabric. We often call an area a “Green Space” when we remotely see a green 
color covering it; but what if we visit a portion of land that has nothing green covering it, except 
tall trees, can we use the same term to refer to that particular area as well? While such an area 
does not look like a green space more than a planted area, it looks like a green space when we 
look at it through a satellite image. So, we can distinguish green space types more clearly with 
the naked eye, while satellite images cannot do so, especially when using Normalized Deference 
vegetation index NDVI. The terms “Green Space” or “Vegetated Area” are used in this research 
to refer to any area covered by species of plants such as grass, trees, parks, forestation areas, 
green belt zones, and this research tries to define, describe, and analyze its use more in depth. .  
Goals, questions, and justification of the research: 
This research consists of three main sections, all of which aim to investigate the green 
space within the urban fabric of Kuwait city. The first section of this study examines the history 
of green space in Kuwait city, and examines a wide range of green spaces such as parks, open 
spaces, vegetated highways and roads, forestation areas, and other types in particular, looking 
into attempts to green Kuwait city. This research tries to link all efforts that have been made to 
improve and develop the vegetated areas with the actual changes in green space through time 
from 1982 to 2014.This thesis addresses the following questions: How did green space develop 
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in the urban fabric of Kuwait City? Did it grow fast or slowly? What influenced the speed of 
green space growth, and what are the reasons behind a slow green space development? In this 
section, the author also tried to see whether the green space developed throughout city, or only in 
particular places, such as highways and main roads, on the edges, in the middle, along the 
coastlines, or in any specific districts. Did all types of green spaces develop at the same pace, or 
do they vary in growth rate?  
The second section examines the public parks that serve Kuwait City and examines their 
current performance and function. Different variables are considered, such as Governorate size, 
population, and street networks, to better understand the current distribution and sizes of public 
parks. This section raised questions such as: Are there sufficient public parks to cover and serve 
the whole city? Even if parks do cover the whole area, is the area or the size of park sufficient for 
the population living in that area? The travel distance to any public parks has always been a 
crucial topic for many agencies. A lot of buffers were assessed around parks to calculate how far 
residents in the city should travel to reach the park that is closest to their neighborhood. 
Therefore, it is important to consider whether planners took travel barriers into consideration. By 
looking at several variables, this research tried to draw the optimal buffer zones for all public 
parks in Kuwait city.  
The third section investigates the proposed Kuwait green belt zone, to see what prevented 
it from being completed. Which, how, and why green spaces were replaced in the green belt 
zone? By understanding the history of Kuwait City, we can better understand its future. This 
research will try to make suggestions and recommendations for better planning and predicting 





The greening and increase of green space within the urban fabric of Kuwait city became a 
crucial aspect, especially when Shiekh Jaber Al Subuh urged to raise the awareness between 
people. Kuwait since then made a lot of efforts to increase the green spaces in Kuwait city. The 
table below shows the improvement of the quantities of trees, shrubs, and palms in Kuwait, and 
the increase of the green space within the urban area of Kuwait between 1991 and 2015. 
Table 1.1 Green space development between (1991-2015). (PAAF, 2014) 
 Unit 1991/1992 1994/1995 2000/2001 2004/2005 2009/2010 2014/2015 
Palms No. 592 44,649 47,455 47,382 47,578 57,578 
Trees No. 4,900 207,218 434,833 537,412 545,342 510,754 
Shrubs No. 21,499 160,962 545,030 1,029,472 1,165,724 1,919,374 
Plant 
fences 





150,699 1,245,206 1,844,894 2,633,919 2,704,673 3,015,634 
Grass Meter 
square  
46,738 67,483 157,296 187,376 179,472 819,726 
 
Greenery agencies 
The invasion of Iraq was a wake-up call for Kuwait toward its environmental 
preservation. Since then, Kuwait put great effort into conducting research to rehabilitate the 
environment in its diverse natural and urban landscapes. These efforts were not limited in 
rehabilitation; steps were made to improve biodiversity within the urban areas, as well as in the 
country on a large scale. The Environment Public Authority (EPA) was first established in 1996 
as a step toward environment conservation and to raise awareness of the environment by 
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encouraging greening and implanting. The agency legislated strict laws to prevent environmental 
devastation caused by drive-off roads and over grazing, among other harmful actions of citizens. 
Part of EPA’s principal in raising awareness among people is based on verses in the Holy Qur’an 
that encourage people toward preservation of the environment, such as the following: 
“And there is no creature on [or within] the earth or bird that flies with 
its wings except [that they are] communities like you..” “AL-ANA’M 
No.38.” 
“Eat and drink, but be not excessive. Indeed, He likes not those who 
commit excess.” “AL-A’RAF – No.31.” 
“And cause not corruption upon the earth after its reformation.” “AL-
A’RAF – No.56.” (EPA, 1998: 14) 
 
 
In 2014, the EPA legislated strict rules for environmental preservation to prevent any 
damage to the natural environment caused by the immature behavior of individuals (New 
Khaleej, 2014).Since October in the same year, the law prevents individuals using any chemical 
substances in the parks without appropriate permission. Machines that cause noise pollution such 
as excavators are also prohibited in neighborhoods. The EPA cooperated with the Ministry of 
Interior to create what it called the Environmental Conservation Police Officers aiming to protect 
the natural environment. Other laws made to protect the environment are shown in Figure 1.2: 
Table 1.2 Penalties legislated by the EPA for environmental preservation.  
(New Khaleej, 2014) 
Fine KD (Dollar) Environmental violation  
1,000,000 (3,000,000) 
or sometimes Execution 
Import or storing any Nuclear waste 
100 (300)  Smoking indoor or in public places where smoking is prohibited 
500 (1,500) or one year 
in jail 
Causing any damages to wildlife, flora and fauna, such as killing 
animals  
250 (750) Picking flowers, trees and shrubs  




The Green Line Institute was established in 2000 to raise awareness among people and 
encourage them toward the greening of Kuwait City. It is the first group of its kind in the region 
of the Arabian Peninsula that raised awareness toward environmental preservation (Green Line, 
2010). One of the most important plans for greening and beautifying Kuwait and its urban area is 
the National Greenery Plan (NGP). This 20-year plan (1995-2015) plan was developed by the 
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR) at the request of Governor Shiekh Jaber Al 
Ahmed Al Sabah for the purpose of greening the urban area (Al-Nahar Newspaper, 2012).The 
plan aimed to cover 20,000 hectares of open space inside the urban area (Suleiman, 2004); 
specific details were discussed in the plan, such as indentifying the need for “141,000 palms, 3.9 
million forestation trees, 270 ornamental trees, 3.0 million shrubs, 3.0 million m2 of groundcover 
plants, 12.4 million m2 of seeded lawn” (Suleiman, 2004: 355). The plan identified ornamental 
plants that are from similar climates as a long-term program to integrate them; these species 
included “Acacia Arabica, Acacia salicina, Acacia saligna, Agave Americana, Caesalpinnia 
pulcherrima, Caesalpinnia gillsii, Catharanthus roseus, Carpobrotus edulis, Carissa grandiflora, 
Cericidium floridum, Clerodendrum inerme, Conocarpus iancifolius, Cynodon dactylon, 
Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Ficus infectoria, Ficus retusa, Ipomea palmate, Jasminum sabac, 
Lantana camara, Leucophyllum frutescens, Melia azaderach, Phyla nodiflora, Zizphusjujube, 
and Ziziphus spina-christi” (Suleiman, 2004: 355). 
The Kuwait Environment Protection Society (KEPS) was established in 1974 for 
environmental preservation. The following are its main goals:  
1- Efforts toward environmental preservation, and preventing air, water, and environmental 
pollution. 
2- Work toward finding new ideas and legislations that can help to protect the environment. 
3- Work to protect natural resources in the country from immature behaviors of individuals. 
4- Raise awareness toward environmental preservation. 
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Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAF) is a government 
institution established in 1984 that aims to improve and develop the quality and quantity of 
agriculture and livestock in Kuwait (Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources, 
2014). It also aims to increase the productivity of crops to provide people’s needs by conducting 
research and involving technology in productivity. Many sectors come under the institution. 
Among them, the livestock sector aims to provide feed and farms for farmers; the fisheries sector 
organizes fishing practices in the region, and also works on solving any environmental disasters 
that affect marine life, causing sudden fish deaths; the agriculture sector which is responsible for 
the increase in crop productivity; and the landscaping sector. The landscaping sector’s goals are 
to beautify the city, streets, and coastlines by adding the element of nature to them. In other 
words, this sector aims to make Kuwait city greener by planting trees, shrubs along streets and 
coastlines, and works to increase the green spaces within the urban fabric. The landscaping 
sector made a lot of efforts to add forestation and public parks to the city. The PAAF allocated 
funds for landscaping such as forestation, street and coastline trees, and maintaining public 
parks. Figure 1.3 shows the money allocated for the landscaping sector projects: 
Table 1.3 Money allocated for landscaping sector projects (Public Authority of Agriculture 
Affairs and Fish Resources, 2015) 















600,000 KD 391,050 2010 2019 
Design new fountains 
and maintenance 
5,600,000 5,450,000 2011 2020 
Improve and add more 
recreational areas 
250,000 200,000 2012 2019 
Create and implant wind 
breaker trees especially 
in north and west of the 




Establish desert parks 250,000 200,000 2011 2020 
Establish and maintain 
public parks  
24,350,380 8,681,105 2006 2017 
planting and Irrigating 
trees along streets and 
coastlines 
30,000,000 29,791,300 2011 2020 
Establish forestation 
areas  
5,400,000 4,687,320 2011 2019 
Establish indoor play 
fields in public parks 
9,500,000 9,500,000 2015 2020 
Establish (Al Wafra) 
recreational areas 
6,000,000 6,000,000 2015 2020 
Establish Al Ray Park 4,500,000 4,500,000 2015 2020 
plant and irrigate green 
spaces within the city  
8,000,000 8,000,000 2015 2020 
Total 94,700,000 77,601,275   
 
The third master plan of Kuwait:  
The third master plan of Kuwait, the structure plan, was created and implemented in1997 
to improve and monitor the State of Kuwait at three levels: 1) Kuwait City, 2) the whole urban 
region, and 3) the whole State of Kuwait and its political boundaries (Kuwait Municipality, 
2005). These three levels of the plan were developed to be implemented between 2005 and 2030.  
The main goal of this structure plan is for Kuwait city to flourish in all aspects: economic, 
cultural, transportation, land-use, and environmental. The plan also takes into account the 
increase of population until 2030. Statistics estimate that there will be more than 5 million people 
living in Kuwait by the beginning of 2030. The Kuwait plan took the environmental aspect into 
consideration. Green space and recreational areas are crucial to the formation of the urban fabric, 
and improve the environment in the urban area. The green space in Kuwait is divided into five 
categories based on the third master plan of Kuwait (Kuwait Municipality, 2005): 
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1- The green belt:  The structure plan developed a plan to create a green belt extending 
along the borders of the new urban area. The green belt helps to mitigate the hot dry 
winds blowing from the northeast of the urban area. Green belt also can control the 
urban sprawl. 
2- Open spaces and buffer zones: these open spaces tend to be recreation areas that 
contain facilities that are not harmful to the environment, such as the long wide 
pathways and small consecutive plazas. These open spaces are usually located at the 
edge of cities to serve more than one city. They are also located along the coastlines 
to create a beautiful colorful view with the Arabian Gulf. 
3- Forestation: forestation areas are vast areas where plants and trees are planted in 
high density to create a natural boundary surrounding the urban areas. The main 
purpose of forestation is to provide cities with fresh air and oxygen. 
4- City parks: beautifying the formation of the urban fabric is one of the roles of city 
parks, besides serving residents of all ages. These parks have specific designs that are 
monitored by the PAAF.  They contain utilities such as pathways, gathering places, 
camping areas, children facilities, and fields for soccer, basketball, tennis, and others. 
Annual festivals usually take place at these parks. There are also small commercial 
buildings such as bazaars and small food courts, but these buildings are not supposed 
to exceed 5% of the total park area, though sometimes it reaches 10%. 
5- Public parks (local parks): these parks are similar to city parks; however, they are 
smaller in size and serve residential neighborhoods. They usually contain pathways, 





Since Kuwait is located in a desert climate, public parks represent the main lung of the 
city besides forestation areas. Therefore, these kinds of green spaces play a big role in refreshing 
the city air, reducing air pollution, and decrease temperature. The Kuwaiti government made a 
lot of effort to establish public parks that can serve the community and neighborhoods. In this 
research, it was found that there are 93 public parks, with a total size of 2.6 Km2, distributed in 
the six Governorates of the State of Kuwait: The Capital, Hawalli, Al Farwania, Mubarak Al 
Kabeer, Al Ahmedi, and Al Jahra. Parks were distributed to serve all residential areas which 
comprise about 363 Km square. Generally, the Capital Governorate consists mostly of public 
parks, totaling 53, while the Al Jahra Governorate, which is known as a suburban city in Kuwait, 
has only three public parks (Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources, 2015). 
The Public Authority for Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAF) made a lot of effort to 
establish what we call “model parks.” These types of parks are designed professionally. Every 
feature in them were counted and studied to provide a beautiful natural environment (Public 
Authority for Agricultural & Fish Resources, 2011). 



















Mishrif 47897 581 5012 4400 105 108 10027 
Salwa 23635 235 1806 1756 200 77 58405 
Bayan 2363460 145 2509 63 40 86 49270 
AlOmariya 18220 199 2206 773 45 46 47810 
Farwaniya 49621 325 4654 85 180 142 91515 
Surra 3155 46 432 248 0 6 8535 
Qurtuba 13010 203 1641 737 0 29 33765 
Al-Ardiya 7362 44 747 933 0 2 16155 




There are other 4 model parks were established in 2013 in 3 districts in Kuwait. Two of 
these parks are in Salmiya with a size 4,600 m2 and 15,600 m2. The third ideal park is located in 
Mubarak Al-Abdullah  with a size of 8,260 m2, and the fourth park is in Salwa with a size of 
39,400 m2.(Al-Watan Newspaper, 2012)  
Table 5 consists of data and information about each Governorate of Kuwait city, and the 
number of its public parks. It also shows the population, total size of parks, the size of residential 
areas, and park percentage in each Governorate. It was found that the Capital Governorate has 
the highest number of public parks, 53 parks total. Mubarak Al Kabeer and Al Jhara have four 
and three public parks, respectively.   
Table 1.5 The Governorates of Kuwait city. 












Capital 55 326,513 53 1,016,895 1.84% 
Hawalli 85 672,910 12 421,659 0.49% 
Ahmedi 68 588,068 11 314,962 0.46% 
Al Farwania 72 818,571 9 478,525 0.66% 
Muburak Al 
Kabeer 
46 258,813 4 153,225 0.33% 
Al Jahra 37 400,975 3 280,931 0.75% 
Total 363 3,065,850 92 2,666,931 0.73% 
 
Figure 1.6 Hawalli Governorate public parks (PAAF, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Al khetabi (10-1) 89,022 Al Salmia 10 Abd Al Kareem st. 
Al Salmia (4-1) 32,004 Al Salmia 4 Bagdad st. 
Al moghira (12-1) 3,829 Al Salmia 12 Al moghirast. 
Al Sad (7-1) 23,662 Al Shieb 7 Cairo st. 
Esteklal (5-1) 6,350 Al Shieb 5 Esteklalst. 
Rumaithyia (6-1) 31,845 Rumaithyia 6 Nasir Al Mubarak st. 
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Rumaithyia (8-1) 14,500 Rumaithyia 8 Osama bin Zaid st. 
Al Jabria (2-1) 67,162 Al Jabria 2 St. 105 
Salwa (11-1) 23,267 Salwa 11 Ali Al Ethinast. 
Bayan (4-1) 24,072 Bayan 4 Qusaist. 
Meshref (4-1) 51,538 Meshref 4 St. 59 
Salwa (4-1) 54,408 Salwa 4 St.7 
 421,659    
 
Table 1.7 Al Farwania Governorate public parks. (PAAF, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Kheitan (3-1) 105,000 Kheitan 3 Abdullah st. 
South Kheitan 38,000 Kheitan 3 Kheitan club st. 
Al Omairyia (3-1) 18,220 Al Omairyia 5 Air port road 
Al Farwania (14-1) 49,621 Al Farwania 14 St. 7 
Al Rabia (1-1) 7,560 Al Rabia 1 St. 40 
Al Ferdous (4-1) 7,150 Al Ferdous 4 Aisha St. 
Al Ferdous (9-1) 22,950 Al Ferdous 9 St. 1 
Al Reghy (12-1) 167,000 Al Reghy 12 Reghyst. 
Jleeb Al Shiokh (1-1) 63,024 Jleeb Al Shiokh 1 St. 50 
 478,525    
 
Table 1.8 Mubarak Al Kabeer Governorate public parks. (PAAF, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Al Adan (3-1) 16,225 Al Adan 3 St. 41 
Al Qusor (4-1) 21,000 Al Qusor 4 St. 153 
Al Qurain (4-1) 15,000 Al Qurain 4 St. 14 
Subuh Al Salem (8-1) 101,000 Subuh Al Salem 8 Al Ghoosst. 
 153,222    
 
Table 1.9 Al Jahra Governorate public parks. (PAAF, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Red Palace park (2-1) 16,128 Al Jahra 2 Marzog Al meta’abst. 
Al Jahra (4-1) 89,803 Al Jahra 4 Al Jahrast. 
Al Sulaibia (4-1) 175,000 Al Sulaibia 4 Al shabist. 






Table 1.10 Al Ahmedi Governorate public parks. (Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and 
Fish Resources, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Al Ahmedi (4-1) 4,704 Al Ahmedi 4 St. 48 
Burgan (3-1) 10,421 Al Ahmedi 3 St. 305 
Al Fehahil (12-1) 71,594 Al Fehahil 12 Coastline road 
Al Fehahil (10-1) 9,384 Al Fehahil 10 St. 10 
Al Fehahil (10-2) 22,050 Al Fehahil 10 St. 4 
Abo Hleafa (1-1) 19,400 Abo Hleafa 1 St. 1 
Al Regah (5-1) 41,550 Al Regah 5 St. 4 
Al Fentas (3-1) 75,590 Al Fentas 3 St. 15 
Al Subahia (6-1) 15,717 Al Subahia 6 St. 9 
Hahia (4-1) 15,628 Hadia 4 Bin Malek St. 
Al Thahar (1-1) 28,924 Al Thahar 1 Al Tahhan St. 
Total 314,962    
 
Table 1.11 The Capital Governorate public parks. (PAAF, 2015). 
Parks’ name Distance (m2) District Block Street 
Khaldia (1-1) 7,970 Al Khaldia 1 St. 11 
Khaldia (1-2) 7,945 Al Khaldia 1 St. 17 
Khaldia (1-3) 4,962 Al Khaldia 1 Tripoli St. 
Khaldia (2-1) 4,216 Al Khaldia 2 St. 22 
Khaldia (2-2) 8,890 Al Khaldia 2 Al Oroba St. 
Khaldia (3-1) 10,180 Al Khaldia 3 St. 39 
Khaldia (4-1) 8,245 Al Khaldia 4 St. 44 
Khaldia (4-2) 12,893 Al Khaldia 4 St. 47 
Al Nezha (1-1) 9,828 Al Nezha 1 Quraish St. 
Al Nezha (3-1) 5,681 Al Nezha 3 St. 38 
Al Feaha (4-1) 7,743 Al Feaha 4 Rebat St. 
Al Feaha (4-2) 2,849 AlFeaha 4 St. 48 
Al Feaha (7-1) 9,364 Al Feaha 7 Belal St. 
Al Feaha (8-1) 4,592 Al Feaha 8 St. 80 
Jamal Abdalnaser (5-1) 68,914 AlRodah 5 Damascus St. 
Al Rodah (4-2) 10,625 Al Rodah 4 St. 47 
Edealia (4-1) 44,966 Edealia 4 St. 40 
Al Yarmok (2-1) 14,658 Al Yarmok 2 St. 7 
Municipal park (4-1) 35,000 Kuwait city 4 Fahad Al Salem St. 
Dahyia (1-1) 8,205 Al Dahyia 1 Nesf Al Yousif St. 
Dahyia (3-1) 10,962 Al Dahyia 3 Siena St. 
Dahyia (3-2) 8,380 Al Dahyia 3 Abdullatif St. 
Dahyia (4-1) 17,500 Al Dahyia 4 St. 44 
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Al Dasma (3-1) 10,200 Al Dasma 3 Al Markaz St. 
Mansoria (1-2) 3,945 Al Mansoria 1 St. 13 
Mansoria (2-1) 14,445 Al Mansoria 2 St. 126 
Al Qadsia (6-1) 17,000 Al Qadsia 6 St. 68 
Al Qadsia (8-1) 3,500 Al Qadsia 8 St. 84 
Al Qadsia (9-1) 9,750 Al Qadsia 9 St. 97 
Al Shamia (1-2) 6,000 Al Shamia 1 Al Mansor St. 
Wahran (2-1) 36,780 Al Shamia 2 First ring road 
Al Neil (3-2) 10,150 Al Shamia 3 Al Jahra St. 
Al Neil (3-3) 15,469 Al Shamia 3 Al Jahra St. 
Al Neil (3-4) 40,000 Al Shamia 3 Al Jahra St. 
Maysalun Park (5-1) 15,510 Al Shamia 5 St. 58 
Shwaikh (2-2) 3,567 Shwaikh 2 St. 21 
Shwaikh (6-1) 16,719 Shwaikh 6 St. 61 
Al Sadaka w Al Salam 260,000 Shwaikh 6 Jamal Abdulnaser St. 
Al Surrah (4-1) 13,228 Al Surrah 4 Al Surrah road 
Qurtoba (5-1) 3,500 Qutroba 5 Omar bin bheir St. 
Keifan (1-1) 5,792 Keifan 1 St. 16 
Keifan (2-1) 7,874 Keifan 2 St. 26 
Keifan (3-4) 17,433 Keifan 3 Jahra St. 
Keifan (4-1) 9,691 Keifan 4 Hani St. 
Keifan (4-2) 21,725 Keifan 4 St. 42 
Keifan (5-1) 14,020 Keifan 5 Mohamed Abdah St. 
Keifan (6-1) 5,361 Keifan 6 St. 66 
Andalus (7-1) 43,668 Keifan 7 Andalus St. 
Sulaibikhat (3-1) 25,000 Sulaibikhat 3 St. 112 
Sulaibikhat (4-1) 15,000 Sulaibikhat 4 St. 114 
Qusay (3-1) 20,500 Al Doha 3 Qusay St. 
Al Doha (4-1) 13,500 Al Doha 4 Al Doha road 














A number of urban green space research studies has been conducted to examine and 
evaluate the distribution of green spaces within the urban framework, and to apply the best 
distribution of the urban green space (Alzaher, 2004; Leeuwen, et. al., 2006). Establishing green 
spaces and open green areas is a way to prevent the quality life from declining (Jim, 2004). 
Green space planning became one of the crucial elements in a city master plan, especially in 
cities in developed countries such as New York and Boston in the United States, and Tokyo and 
many other cities in Japan. In all of these cities, the central parks are well cared for. However, in 
cities of developing countries, there is a noticeable lack of care of the urban green spaces 
(Senanayake, et. al., 2013). 
Kuwait is one such developing country. In the 1970s, it showed great interest in green 
space planning in the first master plan of Kuwait City with help from the British planner Colin 
Buchanan; however, Kuwait did not completely succeeded in developing this plan. Senanayake 
et al. (2013) claimed that clarifying the importance of urban green spaces and green areas is a 
crucial point for promoting institutions to work toward improving green spaces and prioritizing 
them in city planning. Feliciano et al. (2006) argued that providing a sufficient database for 
green spaces could help decision makers take the first step toward greening the country. 
However, before an investigation of green space development in Kuwait City may be 
undertaken, a number of fundamental definitions must be addressed: 
Urban Area:in this study, the urban area is any developed or built-up area that exhibits a high 
density of people and structures. 
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Urban Fabric: is any conglomeration of physical elements or aspects within the urban area such 
as streets, buildings, open areas and zones. However, environmental elements within the urban 
area are excluded from what the urban fabric. 
Residential Area: is an area where citizens reside and lodging/housing is dominant. (as opposed 
commercial and industrial areas). Housing may include single-family housing, multi-family 
residential, multi-storied structures, or mobile homes. 
Arterial Road: highways or boulevards which connect two distant points, nodes, or landmarks. 
These roads are usually wide, multi-land, and accommodate traffic speeds exceeding normal 
urban through-flow.  In this study, they acted as corridors for automobile access, but as barriers 
to foot traffic. 
Green Space: represents all type of vegetated areas including parks, forested areas, trees along 
highways and boulevards, green belts, and community and house gardens often set aside or apart 
for recreational or aesthetic purposes in an urban environment. 
Buffers: refers to a zone, band, or ribbon that separates two opposing or differing areas or 
forces.  In this study, it represents the area defined as the catchment zone (or sphere of 
influence)for the residents and their adjacent parks.  
Forested Area: forested zones, or zones of forestation represent areas contained a high density 
of trees planted with the purpose of increasing the green space in a particular zone. This kind of 
green space can have multiple purposes which include landscaping, beatification, windbreak, and 
decreasing the urban heat island effect.  
Windbreak: a barrier such as a row of trees or a fence, wall, or screen, that provides protection 
from the wind.  In this study it represents the use of a row of tall trees planted for the purpose of 
decreasing the dusty wind surrounding a built-up area. The predominant tree species is the 
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drought-tolerant, Conocarpus across Kuwait, however, palms are used to a lesser degree across 
the Arabian Peninsula. 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI): is an remote-sensing procedure and 
indicator that uses Red and Near InfraRed bands to indicate live vegetation on a study area. 
Iso-Cluster Unsupervised Classification (ISUC): is an analysis procedure used ArcGIS 
software which groups and clusters pixels that have the same spectral values. This is a valuable 
application used in consolidating similar values. 
Urban Heat Island (UHI): is a meteorological and climatic phenomenon that causes an increase 
in temperatures in areas where there are no, or few urban green spaces (USEPA, 2013) 
The value of green spaces 
Parks and open green spaces are crucial to the formation of the urban fabric, and to the 
city ecosystem. Vegetated areas, gardens, and parks are always known to be the lung of cities, 
and they serve as an element to clean and refresh the polluted air in cities. People go to green 
spaces to have fresh air, spend their free time, jog, and engage in many other activities. Many 
research studies have been conducted to show the importance of these vegetated areas within the 
urban fabric. Large tall trees can also serve as windbreakers to lower wind velocity (United 
States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013), such as the huge Conocarpus trees used in 
Kuwait city. In a research survey conducted in the city of Yazd in Iran, Mahdieh Abkar, et. al. 
studied the role of urban green space in changing people’s moods (2010). They concluded that 
visiting green spaces played a prominent role in changing people’s moods; they also pointed out 
that many research studies found a positive relationship between human health and nature. In the 
study conducted in Yazd city in Iran, a questionnaire was used as a tool to measure the public 
park’s service area. The results showed that closeness to green spaces played a prominent role of 
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making people visit the parks. It was found that 40% of the participants considered the distance 
between their houses and a public park to be the main determinant in their decision to visit the 
park or not. A crowded city like Yazd and its location in an arid environment makes individuals 
feel stressed which leads to poor health. Similarly in Kuwait city, crowded streets and hot 
weather in which temperatures reach 50-60 C, and a busy day will play a big role in people 
moods, and a green space will be a suitable place for people to relax and get fresh air. 
According to Jim (2004), the distribution of green spaces and their geometry and 
composition is based on the differences and variations in land use. Green spaces should not be 
separated from the city when evaluating their benefits (Tian et al., 2011) because city 
components interact with and benefit from each other. Tian et al.’s study is an investigation of 
green space morphology through history with respect to land use variations. Many studies have 
been conducted to examine green spaces based on many variables because many characteristics 
could be change such as weather, topography, different kind of populations, and others. All these 
variables can play a big role to create a different environment where URG could vary in quantity, 
quality, and distribution. So, choosing variables in a study differs from one city to another. Tian 
et al. (2011) classified the benefits of green space in five categories: environmental benefits, 
psychological functions, physical health improvement, social benefits, and economic benefits. 
Tuzin Levent and Peter Nikamp (2005) in their book added to these benefits: planning value, 
Ecological and biological diversity, and they showed how green spaces in the urban areas have 
an enormous value.  
In “Public Green Space Use and Consequences on Vitality: An Assessment of European 
Cities,” Miguel Lopes and Ana Camanho (2012) discussed public green spaces as one of the 
factors that need to be taken into account when evaluating the quality of life in a city. They gave 
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a critical narrative about defining “quality of life,” and they explained why Public Green Space 
(PGS) is a factor in assessing quality of life. They pointed out that quality of life cannot be 
assessed only from factors such as housing quality and quantity, health care, and other social 
aspects. However, assessing quality of life has a broad meaning. Lopes and Camanho stated that 
there is no standard for assessing and evaluating quality of life because cities are intricate 
entities. Human-beings look at quality of life from different Perspectives. For example, 
sociologists believe that a good city is a city that has low crime rate. Others see that the 
relationship between people and communication is a crucial factor to consider when defining 
“quality of life.”For philosopher Thomas Aquinas, quality of life meant “virtue, closeness to 
God, and other personal qualities” (Lopes, and Camanho, 2012: 753).  
“Quality of life” refers to people’s satisfaction (Lopes et. al., 2012), and people having 
their needs met, such as security, food, and public services. Therefore, public green spaces are a 
public need because they create a social environment and recreational areas that satisfy 
individuals. Public green spaces constitute a natural element in urban areas that promote 
environmental quality and create a sustainable city (Ghaffari, Monavari, 2012).  Parisa Ghaffari, 
and Seyed Monavari (2012) stated that public green spaces play many other roles in an urban 
environment that can be categorized into three groups: architecture and aesthetics, socio-
economic, and atmospheric and engineering. 
Grahn and Stigsdotter (2009) focused on how green spaces influence human health by 
using a questionnaire, and claimed that green spaces could restore mental fatigue and reduce 
stress. Their research supported Tian et al.’s (2011) point of view when he listed psychological 
functions as one of the main aspects that benefit from green spaces. Grahn and Stigsdotter (2009) 
concluded that mental fatigue and stress are connected positively with the period of time that 
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people spend in parks or any open green area. In addition, psychological functions have a 
positive connection with biodiversity in green spaces (Fuller et al., 2007).  
The environmental benefits of urban green spaces have been discussed and evaluated 
widely all over the world (Senanayake, 2013). By using the Normalized Difference Vegetation 
Index (NDVI), Senanayake (2013) investigated the distribution of green spaces in Sri-Lanka 
with two environmental factors: air quality and population density. Alzaher (2004), who 
conducted research in Kuwait’s urban areas, assessed the distribution of green spaces based on 
individuals’ share of land in city blocks. Alzaher (2004) concluded with some recommendations, 
such as develop the current plan and establish more green spaces where needed, create a balance 
between green spaces and the human population, and green the vacant lots. Urban green spaces 
and open green areas are considerably important to mitigating the air pollution in compact cities 
in Europe (Ridder et al., 2004; Feliciano et al., 2006).  
Knowing that green space and tree planting in an effective way and strategy to create a balanced 
ecological system (Rao, & padma, 2004), measuring the air quality when evaluating a green 
space is a main consideration in assessing an urban green space (Neema, & Ohgai, 2013). Neema 
and Ohgai (2013) also did not forget to mention other considerations: the measurement of air 
temperature, noise levels, water pollution, population, and improving the quality of life. The aim 
of their study was to find the optimum site for green space within the frame of Dhaka City by 
examining these variables with a big consideration of land use barriers. Speaking generally, the 
problem of land use barriers is a big issue in the state of Kuwait because it covers a great 
distance within the urban area. Therefore, it should not be ignored when evaluating green spaces 
in Kuwait.   
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One of the main reasons that make people move away is the lack of green spaces where 
they live (Caspersen, et. al., 2006). Caspersen (2006) claimed that tranquility is a significant 
consideration in cities, and it has a positive connection with green spaces. Another research 
added that tranquility is a unique factor in the British countryside (Watts, et. al., 2010). In this 
research, Watts et al. conducted a survey in this area, and 58 percent of the respondents claimed 
that tranquility is an important factor for them, which made it different and unique from other 
places. Developing green spaces in the countryside in Kuwait City can solve the population high-
density problem within the urban frame.  
The goal of Ghaffari and Monavari’s study (2012) was to investigate the green spaces 
trend in Tabriz, Iran between 1989 and 2006 with respect to the landscape ecology principal. 
Ghaffari and Monavari (2012) concluded that areas with high population need to establish more 
green spaces since there is a lack of green spaces because of congestion in the city. He added that 
many large green spots have been replaced with small green spaces that have a low value, and 
this decline is due to the unplanned expansion of the city. He recommended not to neglect and 
undermined the development of green spaces when making a city plan. By establishing green 
spaces, we reduce the bad effects of urbanization (Ridder, 2004). Greening and urbanization are 
contradictory aspects living in one frame. In other words, while urbanization causes air, water, 
and noise pollutions, green spaces purify them. So, we have to deal with these two aspects as 
enemies living in one frame and try to create a balanced system for a sustainable environment 
(Ridder, 2004). 
Green belt 
Green structures can be featured as different types: green hearts, green wedges, and green 
belts. These structures were the main focus in Casperen’s (2006) article besides the other types 
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such as parks and street trees. Recently, the green belt became the dominant feature of a city 
(Nagendra, 2011), especially cities in developed countries such as Frankfurt, Berlin, Vienna, 
Barcelona, Washington DC, Cincinnati, Chicago, and others (Tang et al., 2006). The green belt 
idea was introduced by Ebenezer Howard in 1898 to be later in 1902 as an element of the Garden 
City of  Letchworth, 80 miles north of London. Also, as Spiro Kostof (1991) mentioned in his 
book, The City Shaped, Howard took the idea of creating a natural limit of the urban area that 
separates it from suburban areas from Frederick Law Olmsted and emphasized it.   
Nagendra (2011) added a green belt which limits the growth of the city, and 
recommended implementing a balance of land distribution. Two decades earlier, Kostof (1991) 
had mentioned the danger of the over-expansion of the city, offering significant solutions to stop 
the expansion, and he mentioned how a green belt could play a role in such a situation. It is very 
common and clear to everyone that urban green spaces (UGS) could help create a balanced 
ecological system as we mentioned before, and it can be useful in reducing air pollution.    
In the west coast of India, a green belt was established around a petroleum refinery for 
the purpose of reducing the air and noise pollution in the area. To achieve this goal, research was 
conducted to determine the optimal width of this green belt. The researchers examined air 
components such as CO2, SO2, and NO before and after the green belt to detect significant 
positive changes on the air components and noise (Rao, & Padma, 2004). Another study was 
conducted to assess the value of a green belt by evaluating its benefits which include agricultural, 
amenity, recreational, and saving in costs (Willis & Whitby, 2007). The area of the green belt 
was compared to an alternative use of land such as housing, industrial and recreational 
development, and others. The researchers tried to explain briefly how the green belt is a balanced 
tool for the city. The idea of a green belt exists in the recent master plan of Kuwait, and it existed 
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in the 1970s, but it was not completely implemented. A big portion of the green belt was 
replaced by new constructions. 
Urban heat island 
“Shade trees and smaller plants such as shrubs, vines, grasses, and ground cover, help 
cool the urban environment” (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013: 1). Green 
spaces and vegetated areas can help to reduce the temperature of an urban area in two ways: 
shading and evapotranspiration (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013). By 
shading, trees can decrease the amount of sun radiation that reaches the ground which means 
shade trees protect the land from being heated, thereby reducing the temperature in the area. The 
amount of sunlight reaching the ground varies depending on the type of green space or vegetated 
area. For example, shade trees can block a large amount of sunlight from the ground, whereas 
small shrubs can block a smaller amount. Evapotranspiration is a combined process of 
transpiration (tree roots absorbing water from the soil and emitting it into the air) and 
evaporation (converting liquid substances to gas). An Oak tree transpiration is 40,000 gallons of 
water per year. With these two phenomena (shading and evapotranspiration), green spaces can 
effectively reduce the peak air temperatures. In vegetated areas in Kuwait, the air temperature is 
9o F (5o C) cooler than that in un-vegetated areas. Irrigated fields are cooler than suburbs by 6o F 
(3o C). Grass fields also are lower in temperature by 2o to 4o F (1o to 2o C) than bordering areas 
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013). 
Green space is a good and effective element to cool the urban climate, especially for 
congested cities and downtown areas. Urban Heat Island (UHI) is a phenomenon that appears in 
urban areas where heat is generated because of human activities and crowded buildings (Memon, 
et. al, 2008). It was first studied by Luke Howard in 1833 to investigate London’s climate 
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(Goggins, 2009).Human activities and urbanization are two other sources of heat, besides the 
sun. These factors could increase the temperature in urban areas or down town to reach a higher 
degree than the surrounding areas (Memon, et. al., 2008).While UHI is a global problem, it 
might be an even greater threat in such a harsh and arid climate as that of Kuwait city. The urban 
area in Kuwait covers a land of 1963 km2with a population of 3,965,022 at the last census in 
2013 (Public Authority for Civil Information, 2014) (Alzaher, 2004). However, the last Kuwait 
Master Plan revealed that the maximum population the current urban area can carry is only 2.8 
million (Kuwait Municipality, 2005).With this crowded urban area and the rapid increase of 
population in recent years, UHI could be a serious threat to Kuwait city, if nothing is done for 
mitigation. 
Memon, Leung, and Chunho (2008) discussed the factors that cause UHI and concluded 
that indirect solar heat and anthropogenic factors such as buildings and industrialization are the 
main sources of UHI. They suggested that cities should consider developing a design for the city 
to reduce urban heat even though they established that one of the reasons behind UHI is the lack 
of vegetation in urban areas. Gary Goggins who conducted research in Starkville, MS, 
Birmingham, AL, and Atlanta, GA confirmed Memon, Leung, and Chunho’s (Goggins, 2009) 
findings, but proposed a different solution for UHI. He revealed that there is a significant 
relationship between surface temperature and green space coverage. His research concluded that 
within 1 km2, the temperature is reduced by 2 C degrees for every 15% of green space (Memon, 




Figure 2.1 Urban Heat Island phenomenon in a graph bars (Goggins, 2009: 8) 
Evaluation of urban green spaces 
“Evaluation is a systematic assessment of the worth or merit of some object” (Miller, & 
Patassini, 2005: 64). Levent and Nijkamp (2005) pointed out that collecting raw data and testing 
its validity is part of the evaluation process. In addition, evaluation should offer 
recommendations and produce propositions to the study problem. But the big question here is 
what we should evaluate while studying a green space and what the remarkable aspects of the 
environment are (Kaplan, 1975).  
Research was conducted by William Malila (1980), who used the Change Vector 
Analysis (CVA) method to detect the changes in the forest in the study area, Northern Idaho. The 
CVA method is a digital approach to investigating the land changes by using multi date landsat 
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data and compare the changes between these dates. The concept of this approach is to identify 
areas where changes were detected, as well as identifying areas where changes were not 
detected. This approach is simple and useful for detecting the crossbred plants in Kuwait to 
evaluate their performance during the summer season, when the growing is at its minimum level. 
These plants were crossbred to make them able to grow during the year and resist the harsh 
climate in Kuwait (Suleiman, 2004).  
Another study was conducted to find the relationship between vegetation vigor and 
moisture availability (Ji & Peters, 2003). By using the Normalized Deference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI), a vegetation index, and Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), a moisture index, a 
strong correlation was found between vegetation vigor and moisture availability in the middle of 
the growing season; however, there was only poor and week correlation between these indices 
during the end and the beginning of the growing season.  Ali al-Azawi and Saad Obaid (2012) in 
their research tried to explain the relationship between the distribution of any phenomenon and 
the factors that affect the distribution or what we can call the “pattern.” If the distribution 
(pattern) of any phenomenon in a map has a specific pattern, or has followed a pattern and did 
not spread randomly, that means there are factors or powers that determine this pattern. 
However, if this distribution was random, this means the factors that influence the distribution 
are weak. In the ERDAS Imagine v. 9.1 program, al-Azawi and Obaid (2012) used seven bands 
to create a land-use map. Furthermore, they used Supervised Classification (SC) to classify the 
land into categories depending on the uses of the land. Supervised Classification also was used in 
another research in Adana, Turkey (Alphan, 2003). Alphan’s research was an analytic study to 
compare and evaluate the changes in land use and land cover between 1984 and 2000, focusing 
especially on the vegetation in urban areas.  
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In Al-Awazi and Obaid’s (2012) research, the ArcGIS v. 9.3 program was used to 
estimate the individual share of crops in each province in the study area, Al-Mousel, Iraq. Many 
studies have used this idea to estimate and evaluate the subject of any study. For example, Al-
Awazi found that the crops were sufficient in some provinces, and not in others. So we can 
classify these provinces as self-sufficient and non-self-sufficient. However, in reality, we can see 
a farm can stretch over more than one province, which we can call “the influence area” of the 
farm. Investigating the influence area of any phenomenon could be a good way to evaluate the 
performance of any phenomenon in the study area. 
Various techniques & methods in creating Kuwait’s green spaces 
Greening Outside the urban area 
The vegetation cover in Kuwait is divided into four ecosystems: sand dune ecosystem, 
salt marsh and saline depression ecosystem, desert plain ecosystem, and desert plateau ecosystem 
(Suleiman, 2004: 354). Even though Kuwait has a harsh climate, there is wide biodiversity in the 
region, with 374 plant species, perennial and annual, under 55 different family genera (Alaryan, 
et. al., 2003). In general, the vegetation area in Kuwait is poor due to a lack of rain, high 
temperatures, hot dry climate, and unfertilized soil (less than 7% on silt and mud). So, the 
Kuwaiti government made a lot of effort to maintain and mitigate the harsh environment to keep 
a balance in the harsh ecosystem. 
Research was conducted in 2003 aiming to explore and find the main factors behind land 
degradation in Northern Kuwait, and to look at those factors that could maintain flora 
biodiversity (Brown, 2003). Gary Brown mentioned that land degradation and deforestation are 
problems that most countries around the world face, especially countries located in arid and 
semiarid regions like Kuwait. He used the term “deforestation” as a concept of three main 
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features: (a) lack of vegetation productivity, (b) lack of biodiversity, (c) “increase in aeolian 
processes such as erosion, transportation, and deposition of sand” (Brown, 2003: 183). Brown 
showed direct and indirect factors that can have a significant impact on biodiversity. The direct 
factors include lack of perennial plant cover, soil structure, water, and the local or 
“microclimate”; and the indirect factors include “pressure on the land from an expanding human 
and livestock population” (Brown, 2003: 183), such as grazing, wood collecting, and other 
activities in which humans usually engage in the area. Suleiman added that human activities like 
overgrazing and sand and gravel quarrying also affect biodiversity in Kuwait (Suleiman, 2004). 
We can infer from the literature that flora in Kuwait face the major problem of the power 
of nature, which is what Brown termed “direct factors,” which can be mitigated, but flora in 
Kuwait is still under challenged, which limits the range of biodiversity in the region. Brown also 
mentioned overgrazing, driving off the roads, and camping as serious reasons behind land 
degradation in Kuwait (Brown, 2003). The latter problem can be solved by educating and 
making people aware of the impact of their behavior on the natural environment. 
Research studies were conducted by KISR to rehabilitate the Kuwaiti desert. The first 
effort at rehabilitation following the Iraqi invasion was to establish the National Park covering 
330 Km2 in the north. The goal was to help recover native species. KISR worked to plant many 
different kinds of trees and shrubs. Among these species were “Acacia bivenosa, Acacia burketii, 
Acacia cuthertsoni, Acacia ligulata, Acacia pachycerus, Acacia sudanii, Azadirach indica, 
Chilopsis linearis, Dalbergia sissoo, Kegelia pinnata, Leucaenia sp, Prosopis juliflora, Prosopis 
spicigera, Prosopis chilensis, Susbenia formos, Ziziphus spina-christi, Atriplex lentiformis, 
Atriplex halimus, Atriplex nummularia, Senna artemesoides, Oleasp, and Convolvulus sp” 
(Suleiman, 2004: 354). 
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A method was developed to sustain rangelands in Kuwait, and the results were 
impressive since it helped to prevent soil erosion and provided a vegetation cover in the 
rangelands. Vegetation of a variety of species was planted. KISR also worked to plant 
acclimatized foreign species to increase the biodiversity, and this method worked very well 
because foreign species that were planted have a similar ecology. Among these species are 
“Acacia burkitti, Acacia victoriae, Acacia saligna, Atriplex semibaccata, Atriplex semilunaris, 
Atriplex vesicaria, Maireana triptera, Eragrostis dieslii, Senna artemisoides, Cenhrus ciliaris, 
Rhanterium epapposum, Haloxylon salicornicum, and Stipa capensis” (Suleiman, 2004: 355).  
There were many volunteer projects supported by the government, aiming to green the 
State of Kuwait. One of the successful projects was “Kuwait is a green oasis” which was 
launched in 2006 by young volunteers in collaboration with the Environmental Public Authority. 
This project aimed to maintain the environment and improve the total green spaces in Kuwait by 
planting trees in the desert and along Kuwait’s borders. The team successfully planted three 
oases in different places in the desert with a total of 5,000 willow trees covering an area of 
9square kilometers for each oasis. The team is in the process of planting more than 315,000 
willow trees extending along Kuwait’s borders by the end of 2029. The plan is to plant three 
rows of trees along the country’s political borders, covering 420 square kilometers (Implanting 
315 willow trees along Kuwait boundaries, 2014). 
Greening inside the urban area 
According to Majda Suleiman and Mahdi Adbal, the greenery plan in Kuwait can be 
divided into three categories: gardens and recreational areas, highways and roads, and forestation 
(Suleiman, & Abdal, 2002). The first category is all the public parks, recreational areas, 
playground areas, and areas that consist of vegetations and facilities together. Greening highways 
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and roads is what it called landscaping aiming to beautify the urban fabric by implanting 
highways and main roads. Forestation is a solution to green the open empty spaces within the 
urban fabric. Greening and implanting trees is not the only way to enhance and develop green 
space in Kuwait. The following methods will reveal different techniques and ways that may be 
used to improve vegetated areas within the city. 
A-Soil remediation 
One of the initial steps taken after the Iraqi invasion rehabilitation of the flora 
environment in the urban area and soil bio-remediation outside of the urban area (Suleiman, 
2004). This was due to extensive damage to the soil from the oil wells that exploded and formed 
oil swamps. Institutions such as KISR and Petroleum Energy Center of Japan (PEC) intervened 
to control the damage. Later, the Ahmadi Bio-Soil Park was established aiming to assess and 
evaluate the plants and species that survived (Suleiman, 2004). A study was conducted to 
compare bioremediated soil with agricultural soil by growing grass species (Cynodon dactylon, 
Paspalum vaginatum, Pennisetum rubrum, and Zoysia tenuifolia) and five ground cover species 
(Carissa grandiflora, Gazania uniflora, Ipomea palmata, Rosemarinus spp, and Wedelia 
trilobata) in both soil types (Al-Zalzaled, &Shabbir, 2004). Plants selected were chosen due to 
their importance for creating greenery and for landscaping in Kuwait. The results showed that 
there are several bio-remediation technologies that can be critical and sufficient in removing the 
petroleum hydrocarbons and alkanes. It was shown that the physical and chemical characteristics 
of bio-remediated soil are relatively different than agricultural soil. Bio-remediated soil is darker 
in color than agricultural soil because of the petroleum contents. Besides, it has higher electrical 
conductivity. Because of the petroleum hydrocarbons in bio-remediated soil, the soil has lower 
pH and CaCo3 than agricultural soil. Bio-remediated soil has slightly higher and coarser fractions 
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than agricultural soil. However, they both have the same distributions of various fractions of 
sand, and a slight variation in clay and silt fractions. Overall, the study concluded that both soil 
types are adequate for cultivation and greenery in Kuwait. So, it was recommended to use bio-
remediated soil for greenery in urban areas ((Al-Zalzaled, & Shabbir, 2004). 
B-Water availability and irrigation 
Water scarcity is a common problem in the Gulf Cooperative Countries (GCC) that 
became an obstacle to sustainable development (Al-Rashed, & Sherif, 2000). Water sources in 
the harsh climate of the Arabian Peninsula are very precious. The situation might be even more 
serious when population rapidly increases. The size of the area of GCC is 2,557,4702 kilometers. 
The whole region has the same characteristics. The climate is harsh, hot, and dry in the summer. 
The average annual rainfall varies between 70 and 140 mm, whereas Oman Mountains and Asir 
Mountains in Saudia Arabia get comparably high rainfall (500 mm) (Al-Rashed, & Sherif, 2000). 
Water resources are scarce in Kuwait because of the harsh climate. The water contains relatively 
high concentration of dissolved salts (saline water). Soil salinity that is lower than 2 dS.m-1 
covers approximately 53% of the country’s total area, while soil that has salinity between 2.1 and 
4.0 dS.m-1 covers 28.3%of the country (Bhat, et. al., 2013). “The remaining area (18.7% of the 
total area) has soil salinity above 4.1%, which is beyond the threshold limit of most cultivated 
crops” (Bhat, et. al., 2013: 34).The soil consists of a high percentage of sand, which makes it 
poor in nutrients and incapable to capture and hold water (Bhat, et. al., 2013) (Suleiman, 
&Abdal, 2002). Besides low rainfall, most of the water evaporates with the heat or percolates 
through the soil, which means rainfall is insufficient to supply groundwater (Suleiman, &Abdal, 
2002). Most of the groundwater in Kuwait is saline, expect in two areas in the south and the 
north of the country (Bhat, et. al., 2013), in Al Wafra (south) and Al Abdilli (north). Salinity is 
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still a threat to aquifers because of continuous extracting of the groundwater for irrigation. 
Besides, approximately 65% of the irrigation water percolates to aquifers, which causes the 
increase of water salinity. Since desalinated water used for irrigation is very high in cost because 
of the transportation needed, and since the groundwater in Kuwait is limited, KISR suggested 
using desalinated seawater would provide a sustainable solution (Bhat, et. al., 2013). 
Water sources that are used to irrigate landscaping and the urban area in Kuwait are 
desalinated seawater, desalinated water, groundwater, and treated municipal waste water 
(Suleiman, & Abdal, 2002) (Bhat, et. al., 2013). Kuwait has been using brackish water as a 
source to irrigate the urban landscaping for the last few decades. The Ministry of Electricity and 
Water (MEW) stated that a total of 1.65x106 m3 per day of brackish water with salinities of 
3000-5000 mg/L is produced to irrigate urban landscaping (Suleiman, & Abdal, 2002). Treated 
municipal waste water is one of the great water sources for urban landscaping since its salinity is 
1000 mg/L, which is relatively low and is adequate for irrigation.  
 Dealing with ornamental plants in Kuwait that are water-thirsty is a sensitive situation. 
Increasing the production of adequate water for irrigation is not the only option for solving the 
water scarcity in Kuwait. However, decreasing the amount of water used in irrigation is a good 
method for water conservation. 
Water conservation in such a hot, dry climate is crucial, and Kuwaiti agencies have made 
several efforts to conserve the precious water, using a regime that depends on low-water-use to 
irrigate the vegetated spaces within the urban area in Kuwait. A study was conducted on eight 
native plants, Farsetia aegyptia, Gynandri rissisyrinchium, Horwoodia dicksoniae, Lycium 
shawii, Nitraria retusa, Ochradenus baccatus, Peganum harmala and Rhanterium epapposum 
(Suleiman, et. al., 2011), to look at their responses to “three irrigation regimes that were 
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administered by irrigating the plants at predetermined soil moisture depletion levels (no stress 
control, 50 and 75% moisture depletion)” (Suleiman, et. al., 2011:  21). The results showed that 
there are some species such as Rhanterium epapposum, and Horwoodia dicksoniae that 
responded perfectly to irrigation at 57% depletion, while other species grew successfully with 
irrigation at 50%, such as Farsetia aegyptia and Ochradenu sbaccatus. It is also shown that 
Peganum harmala and Gynandri rissisyrinchium are able to grow at levels of no stress.  
Another study was conducted by researchers from King Saud University between 1885 and 
1887, to examine the capability of 24 tree species to respond to irrigation and fertilizer 
treatments in the harsh and arid climate in Kuwait. The study relied on using three 
evapotranspiration irrigation regimes (based on ET) and three levels of fertilizers for the 24 tree 
species. Drip system was used to irrigate the plants. Observations were made during the hot 
months when there is no rain in the region, and during the rainy and cool months. Data were 
collected every three months to monitor the plant growth and height. The study concluded there 
is no obvious relationship between fertilizers and the growth of the tree species; however, an 
obvious relationship was found between irrigation regimes and tree species. As it was expected, 
growth of plants depended on tree species. Eleven tree species out of 24 responded to the three 
different regimes of irrigation (Bhat, et. al., 1999). 
Table 2.1 The eleven plant species that were tested (Bhat, et. al., 1999). 
Acacia nilotica Callistemon viminalis Casuarinaequisitifolia cordia sebestena 
olea europaea dalbergia sissoo leucaena leucocephala Gliricidia Ligulata 
ficus altissima prosopis juliflora peltophorum pterocarpum  
 
In some species, the trees responded to a specific irrigation regime, whereas other species 
responded to other irrigation regimes. Overall, the study showed that these tree species are well 
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adapted to the arid hot climate in Kuwait since the experiment revealed that the growth of these 
species is comparably higher in the hot months when the irrigation regimes are applied than in 
cooler months. In other words, these plants grow faster during warm temperatures with the 
irrigation regimes being used. The study highly recommended using these irrigation regimes in 
Kuwait since they could save time and water (Bhat, et. al., 1999). 
A study was conducted to evaluate and assess the performance of Capparis spinosavar 
Inermis ornamental plant in Kuwait (Suleiman, et. al., 2009). The study also tried to identify the 
best irrigation regime that could help this particular plant to grow while at the same time 
consuming the minimum amount of water during the irrigation process. The results found that 
the plant could thrive with only 50% of its daily water requirement. 
C-Planting native species within the urban fabric 
Kuwait previously attempted to planted native species within the city borders as part of 
the landscaping. As stated by the Native Plant Society in Virginia, USA, native plant species 
have significant benefits for wildlife, landscaping, and conservation (Suleiman, 2004). The first 
real project to plant native species within the urban area of Kuwait City was in 2008 by the 
PAAF. A total of 620 plants from different species were planted in an area of 203,537 square 
feet next to Al Shamiya Gate. The native species were planted and they successfully adapted to 
the area. They included Rhanterium epapposum, Atriplex, Haloxylon, Salvador apersica, 




Figure 2.2 The project area where native species planted within the urban fabric (Google Earth) 
 
In March 2012,the Kuwaiti Environmental Protection Society (KEPS) revealed that they 
successfully planted 14 native species that adapted to the urban environment after several 
attempts of planting them in the urban area (Kuwait Environment Protection Society, 2012). 
These species included the following: Rhanterium epapposum, Calligonum com osum, Ephedra, 
Atriplex, Acacia, Lyciumshawii, Haloxylon, frankincense, Nitrariaretusa, Zygophllum 
coccineum, Haplophyllum tuberculatum, Astragalus lusitanicus, Aerva javanica, and Anabasis. 
The KEPS mentioned that Frankincense is an endangered tree species in Kuwait that was 
successfully planted. 
D-Studies focused on specific species 
Soil and water salinity is a critical issue not just in Kuwait, but also in the whole region 
of the Arabian Peninsula. Research and great efforts were made in all the countries at Arabian 
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Peninsula to find a solution to salinity in the soil and water. A study was conducted between 
2008 and 2010 to test and evaluate several plants and crops and their response to salinity (Bhat, 
et. al. 2013). The results showed that there are critical number of plants that are tolerant to salt. 
The plants were irrigated with a saline nutrient solution with a different amount of salt. Testing a 
variety of fruit crops, the results revealed that barley, cabbage, cauliflower, garlic, and onion are 
more to be salinity tolerant plants. The test was implemented on five cultivars of date palms 
(Hamad, Nabusaif, Bahri, Khalas, and Kasab), and the results showed variation among these 
cultivars. Khalas and later Nabusaif were found to be the most salt-tolerant palm trees. In 
general, levels of salinity have a significant relationship with height growth and number of 
leaves. The height and number of leaves diminish with the increase of salinity levels. Ten 
cultivars of Olive (Arbequina, Barnea, Black Italian, Corotina, Frantoio, Istanbuli, Koroneiki, 
and Leccino) were also tested, and seven of them were found to be salt tolerant, while only three 
of them (Barnea, Picual and Frantoio)showed a very high tolerance for salt.Ornamental plants 
were tested for salt tolerance to find that many are tolerant to salt, among them Allamanda 
cathartica, Duranta goldiana, Peltophorum ferruginea, Ficus pumila, and Thespesi apopulnea.  
Mangrove trees “highly developed morphological, biological, ecological and 
physiological adaptations to extreme conditions” (Katheresan, & Bingham, 2001: 4). They can 
thrive under “high salinity, extreme tides, strong winds, high temperatures and muddy, anaerobic 
soils” (Katheresanet. al., 2001: 4). However, mangrove is a plantation that is not yet understood 
very well around the world, and it is decreasing continuously in some places with no obvious 
reasons (Katheresanet. al., 2001).  
With all of these advantages the mangrove has, it should be in Kuwait’s list of plants as 
one of the best plants that can grow in Kuwait. Several attempts were made to plant mangrove 
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along the coastlines in Kuwait; the first attempt was in 1960 by Kuwait Institute for Scientific 
Research (KISR) in collaboration with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO) (Bhat et. al. 2003). In 1978 and 1980 two other attempts were made that were 
unsuccessful. However, two more attempts succeeded in 1992 and 2003, for planting mangrove. 
Research conducted in 2003 by KISR revealed that there is a criteria being followed before 
mangroves are planted (Bhat, et. al., 2003). Choosing the best location by looking at the physical 
and chemical features of the area is a crucial step before planting. From the long history studying 
mangrove plantations, it was found that places covered with 30 Cm of silt are optimal regions for 
mangrove plantation. It is also important to choose appropriate species that can easily adapt to 
Kuwait’s climate and environment. Three species of mangrove were under experiment and 
introduced to Kuwait’s coastlines: Avicenna marina (from Bahrain), Avicenna germinant (from 
USA/Florida), and Ceriops tagal (from Pakistan). The results showed that Ceriops tagal did well 
in the winter and spring, but it could not survive the hot summer weather in Kuwait. However, 
the other two species could adapt to the local climate in Kuwait.  
A study was conducted in 2011 to assess and evaluate the quality and quantity of 
mangrove plantation (Avicennia marina) along the coastline of Kuwait. The study aimed to 
examine whether these coastlines can be a good habitat for the existing mangrove, and whether 
they could thrive in the region or not (Almulla, et. al., 2013).The research revealed that the 
mangrove plantations in Kuwait’s coastlines are not only an element of beauty for the coastlines, 
but also are beneficial to mitigate disasters like tsunamis, storms, and erosions (Bhat, et. al., 
2003).They also create good habitats for many fauna species such as fish, shellfish, and birds. 
Only seven places were spotted where mangrove trees grow; they were assessed quantitatively 
and qualitatively. It was found that mangrove plantations thrive in “fine-textured soils composed 
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of muddy clay loam” (Almulla, et. al, 2013: 113) regions, whichcreate57% of Kuwait’s coastline 
(Bhat, et. al., 2003). So, the ideal places for planting mangrove are areas where the tide can 
reach, and where there are no human activities, which is rare to find in the region. The 
researchers insist that the main reason behind the poor growth of mangrove in Kuwait is due to 
the lack of proper management and appropriate atmosphere (Almulla, et. al, 2013). 
Erosion is a phenomenon that causes land degradation because it removes the fertilized 
thin layer of soil to make the land unsuitable for cultivation and planting. Slope is one of the 
variables that leads to increasing erosion in a specific place, and with a lot of planted slope lands 
on the sides of roads and highways in Kuwait city, plants growing along highways are threatened 
by erosion. In addition, “Kuwait's soil is very fragile, composed mostly of sand, not fully 
developed, and the top horizon is a very thin layer that is easily eroded with slight movement of 
wind” (Suleiman, et. al.,2013: 44).KISR worked on slope stabilization to prevent or mitigate 
erosion in these places. A study was conducted in 2013, planting Vetiver shrubs to reduce soil 
erosion in slopes. This plant was specifically used for the experiment because it has a long 
history in preventing erosion in several tropical countries (Suleiman, et. al., 2013). “Vetiver is a 
densely tufted perennial grass with stiff leaf blades belonging to the Poaceae family. It is a fast-
growing grass with the characteristics of both grass and tree by having a profusely grown, deep 
penetrating root system that can both prevent erosion and control shallow movement of surface 
earth mass” (Suleiman, et. al., 2013: 45). The result of the research found that Vetiver could 
adapt to the climate of Kuwait and could successfully reduce 56% of water erosion and 91% of 
wind erosion. Results also showed an unexpected benefit of the plant: it could slightly enhance 





It is common knowledge that green spaces, especially public parks, are the lungs of cities, 
and a significant element of beauty for cities. House gardens also help to increase the size of 
green space in urban areas. They play a big role in refreshing the air in congested regions, and in 
beautifying residential areas, especially areas where there are no public parks. House gardens in 
Kuwait have their own weight in greening the country, since most of the citizens, who own a 
house, have their own gardens.  
 






Figure 2.4 Some house gardens cover a vast area (photograph by author). 
 





Figure 2.6 Small size of house gardens along the street (photograph by author) 
 
One of the main problems house gardens, that are created by householders, could 
successfully solve in Kuwait would be to cover the empty plots in cities, which are usually a 
small pieces of land covered with mud or sand (Public Authority for Agricultural & Fish 
Resources, 2014). Because of that, the Public Authority of Agricultural Affairs and Fish 
Resources (PAAF) encouraged the citizens by providing a variety of plant species that could 
adapt to Kuwait’s environment. Many studies have been conducted to provide free consultation 
to citizens, such as information like what are the best seasons to grow what, and raise awareness 
in gardening. Gardens in Kuwait are divided into categories depending on the style and shape. 
First, there are the gardens with geometric shapes, these gardens usually have straight pathways 
creating rectangles, squares, diagonals, and circles. Normal shape gardens are those gardens that 
have curved pathways. The third style is a mix between the first two styles. The modern style is 
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one of the most common in Kuwait. In this style, there are only few plants which give it its 
beauty and simplicity. The random garden is also common because it is the easiest. Plants are 
planted randomly in the garden to create a style close to how it might be in nature, with a variety 
of trees, plants and flowers in the pathways (PAAF, 2014). 
 
Figure 2.7 Householders use the empty plots for implanting trees to beautify facades  





Figure 2.8 Another place where householders eager to beautify facades by implantation 
(photograph by author). 
 
 
Parks and Open Spaces 
The availability of land to develop a new park has a strong relationship with the current 
development of a city (Town of Newington, Connecticut, 2007).As long the city is in a growth 
stage, there is always a lot of space where parks can be established. This means that planning 
ahead to sketch a city scheme is a valuable opportunity to find the best location for a park or 
open space that can fit perfectly within the urban fabric and at the same time serve the whole 
community. In general, parks’ distribution is the main issue here. Furthermore, planners should 
have a better understanding of park types, and that is why a classification system was considered 
worldwide whether instigated by the NPRA or any other agencies. 
Throughout history, open spaces have been classified as either passive or active. Passive 
open spaces are those areas within the natural environment where people were encouraged to 
engage in such activities as fishing, jogging, hiking, picnicking, and other similar activities. 
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Active open spaces are where playgrounds are commonly seen, and where other sport activities 
take place, and this type is often defined as parklands. The National Park and Recreation 
Association (NPRA) developed a new classification system for open spaces and parklands in 
1995, taking the size of open spaces and parklands into consideration when defining and 
classifying them. Open spaces and parks are classified into ten categories as shown in Figure 13:  
 
Table 2.2 NPRA parks classification system. (Town of Newington, Connecticut, 2007: 20) 
Classification  General Description Location Size Criteria 
Mini-Park Used to address limited, 
isolated or unique 
recreational needs 
Less ¼ mile distance 
in residential setting 
Between 2500 sq. ft. 
and one acre in size 
Neighborhood 
Park 
Neighborhood park remains 
the basic unit of the park 
system and serves as the 
recreational and social focus 
of the neighborhood. Focus 
is on informal activity and 
passive recreation 
¼ mile to ½ mile 
distance and 
uninterrupted by non-
residential roads and 
other physical barriers 
5 acres is considered 
minimum size. 5 to 
10 acres is optimal 
School-Park Depending on 
circumstances, combining 
parks with school sites can 
fulfill the space 
requirements for other 
classes of parks, such as 
neighborhood, community, 
sports complex, and special 
use 
Determined by 
location of school 
district property 




Serves broader purpose than 
neighborhood park. Focus is 
on meeting community-
based recreation needs, as 
well as preserving unique 
landscapes and open spaces 
Determined by the 
quality and suitability 
of the site. Usually 
serves two or more 
neighborhoods within 
a ½ to 3 mile distance 




30 and 50 acres 
Large Urban 
Park 
Large Urban parks serve a 
broader purpose than 
community parks and are 
used when community and 
neighborhood parks are not 
adequate to serve the needs 
Determined by the 
quality and suitability 
of 
the site. Usually 
serves 
the entire community 
As needed to 
accommodate 
desired uses. Usually 
a minimum of 
50acres with 75 or 
more acres being 
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of the community. Focus is 
on meeting community-
based recreational needs as 
well as preserving unique 





Lands set aside for 
preservation of significant 
natural resources, remnant 
landscapes, open space and 





Greenways Effectively tie the park 
system 










programmed athletic fields 
and associated facilities to 
larger and fewer sites 
strategically located 






usually a minimum 
of 25 acres with 40 




Covers a broad range of 
parks and recreation 
facilities oriented toward 
single-purpose use 
Variable – dependent 






Parks and recreational 
facilities that are privately 
owned yet contribute to the 
public park and recreation 
system 
Variable – dependent 
on specific use 
Variable 
 
Other types of classification were introduced in a work where parks are defined and 
classified by ownership (City of Green Bay, 2003). The author stated five types of parks within 
his study area: Parks and park-school sites, freestanding public school sites, minus public school 
buildings, and minus the railroad museum. The research was conducted in Green Bay town, and 
it aims to examine the parks quantitatively in the first part to see whether the city has enough 
parks to serve the whole community. In the second part, parks facilities were examined to 
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determine whether they are sufficient and can satisfy the residents. The study stated that 
standards were developed by the NPRA for parks distributions, sizes, and facilities. However, 
these standards cannot be applied to all communities, and they only can serve as a general 
guideline because societies have many differences in climate, cultural diversity, socioeconomic 
and other variables. One of the common criteria used is that 10% of the community size should 
be devoted to open spaces and parks. Another criterion is used relating population size to open 
spaces, stating that a city should provide between 6.25 to 10.5 acres of open spaces and parks for 
every one thousand residents (City of Green Bay, 2003). 
Public parks are crucial, simply because a park is a piece of nature in the middle of an intricate 
entity, “a city”. It is a place where people go to relax, experience the beautiful nature, socialize, 
and engage in physical activities such as jogging, playing soccer, tennis, and many other sports 
(Cohen, et. al., 2007). Fredric Olmstead believes that parks should be established as places where 
people can experience the beautiful nature, get fresh air, and have access to facilities such as 
music, art, sports, and even games like chess.  
A study conducted in Australia found that there is a relationship between “walking” and parks 
that are attractive, large, public open spaces. The study stated that people tend to use facilities 
that are closer to their residents. Deborah A. Cohen, et. al. (2007) concluded in their research, 
“Contribution of Public Parks to Physical Activity,” that the proximity of a park to a residential 
setting is the main factor that affects people visiting the park more frequently. People who live 
close to a park are more likely to visit the park more frequently than those who live farther away 
from it. The study examined the two-mile radius around a park to find differences in the ways 
people use a park. The people who live within 0.25 miles of a park represent 43% of the frequent 
visitors, while 21% of visitors to a park live between 0.25 and 0.5 miles away from the park. 
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People who live more than one mile away from a park represent only 13% of the frequent 
visitors. It was also found that proximity is associated with “self-reported leisure exercise.” 
People who live within 0.25 miles away (or within a buffer zone of 0.25 miles radius) exercise in 
the park up to five times more often in a given week, while others are less involved with 
exercising in the park.  
So, there is a strong relationship between proximity and physical activity. Sarah Nicholls 
(2001) in her research “Measuring the Accessibility and Equity of Public Parks: A Case Study 
Using GIS” tried to determine a buffer area around parks in Brazos County, Texas. She used a 
standard criterion developed by the NPRA, and added other variables such as street network, and 
park access point to determine a buffer zone. The standard measurement used was that every ten 
acres should serve 1,000 residents. The output map of her research showed two overlapping 
buffers for parks. The first one is based on NPRA standards, and the second buffer, which does 
not have regular shapes, is based on a network analysis. Nicholls discussed a very important 
point when talking about buffers. She stated that circle buffers are overestimated in size because 
potential users who travel to a park do not travel in a straight line, but they will face barriers like 
roads, streets, avenues, rivers, and many other obstacles. Also, the access points (gates) in most 
parks are only on one side of the park, which means that potential users who live on the opposite 
side of the access point have to travel a longer distance. On the other hand, the circle buffers are 
underestimated because their sizes are measured from the center of the park, which means the 
distance traveled by users is shorter than it appears.   
Many research studies were conducted to examine parks and their service areas, and 
whether users living within a radius of half a mile use the park more often or whether the 
influence of the park can go even further, to one mile. However, these studies do not really give 
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accurate results because cities, as mentioned before, are intricate entities. Many variables, such 
as demographic, street network, building density, climate, culture, economy, and more, have 
significant influence on potential users of a park. However, these studies can give us a better idea 
of where, how much, and how public parks and open spaces should be distributed and developed 



















Kuwait has passed through three main historical periods. However, Kuwait history before 
these three periods is not known in the Arabian Peninsula. The first period was when the 
Alexander the Great, the King of Greece, established a port city called Ikaros on Failaka Island. 
This period of time is called the Hellenistic period. The second period began with the first 
Kuwaiti settlers between the 17th and 18th centuries, and the third period is the current period, 
after the discovery of oil in 1952 (Central Statistics Bureau, 2012). 
 
Figure 3.1 The old Greek City in Filaka Island in the Hellenistic period. Ikaros (the city of 





Kuwait is located between the latitudes of 49o 00 and 46o 30 east, and longitudes of 30o 
06 and 28o 30 north, which give Kuwait its climate identity. The distance from the far north to 
the far south is approximately 200 Km (124 miles), and the distance from east to west is about 
170 Km (160 miles). The boundary is 685 Km (426 miles) long, 195 Km (121 miles) of which is 
coastlines. Kuwait shares its southern and southwestern boundary, which is 250 Km (155 miles) 
long, with Saudi Arabia, and its northern and northwestern boundary, which is 240 Km (149 
miles) long, with Iraq. The total area of Kuwait is about 17,818 Km2 (7,000 miles 
approximately). The urban area of Kuwait City is only 16.8% (1963 Km2) of the total area of 
Kuwait. In general, the land gently slopes from the west to the east. It consists of hills such as Jal 
Al-Zoor, which extends along the northern coastline of Kuwait Bay (John Al Kuwait, in Arabic). 
The hill is about 145 meters above sea level (Alaryan, et. al., 2003). There are other larger hills 
extending from the southwest to the northeast. AL Shagaya Valley is located along the southern 
boundary, and Al Batin valley extends from the southwest to the northwest. Kuwait has nine 
islands close to its coastlines. The largest island is Bobyan, and the smallest is Om Al-Namel. 









Figure 3.3 Kuwait map. The blue line shows the political boundary on Kuwait, while the green 
box determines the urban area. The old city which now is the down town is in the red box 
(Kuwait Municipality, 2005). 
 
Kuwait city is located in the northeast of the Arabian Peninsula, and it is located along 
the northwestern coastline of the Arabian Gulf (the Persian Gulf). This gives the city its 
importance because it is located in an area that links three continents: Asia, Europe, and Africa. 
Since it is located in the trade-line between Asia and Europe, Kuwait city serves as an important 
port where ships land to unload their goods to follow the inland trade-line heading to Europe. In 
the mid-19th century, Kuwait city had around 800 trade ships since it was an important port in the 
region. Kuwait relied on its economy on exporting dates, wool, leather, sheep, and pearls across 
the Arabian Gulf, and imported wood, carpets, rags, fruits, palm leaves, and rice from different 
countries, especially from India and Iraq. Kuwait city was the most important city in the Arabian 
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Peninsula at the mid-19th as it was mentioned by foreign travelers who visited the region 
(Ebrahim, 2009).   
Climate and weather 
Because of its location, Kuwait has a harsh, hot, and dry climate. It has a long hot 
summer, and very short winter with a moderate amount of precipitation and a dry wind blowing 
from the northwest. The spring and autumn seasons are very short, almost fading in some years 
(State of Kuwait: Central Statistical Bureau, 2013). The summer season extends from the end of 
April to the middle of September; the daylight reaches its peak in July to be approximately 14 
hours, while winter season extends from the middle of November to the first of February, with 
the daylight reaching its minimum, 10 hours, in January. 
The annual average temperature in Kuwait city is about 26o C (78o F). However, this 
temperature does not show the real weather in Kuwait since there is a big difference between the 
summer and winter temperatures. The average temperature in the summer is 48o C (118o F), and 
the average temperature in the winter is 17o C (62o F).The temperature reaches 53o C (127o F) in 
the hottest months (June, July, and August), while it rarely hits zero C (32o F) in the coldest 





Figure 3.4 Climograph of Kuwait representing the average precipitation and temperature. Blue 
bars represent precipitation, and yellow line represent temperatures (BBC, 2014). 
 
The very high rate of humidity in Kuwait is a common phenomenon. It is more often in 
the winter season than the summer. The average humidity in the winter reaches 60%, while in the 
summer season it is about 24%. However, humidity usually begins at the end of the summer. 
Kuwait is not the only country in the Arabian Peninsula that has a high rate of humidity. Other 
countries like Bahrain, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates have a higher rate of humidity. 
November, December, and January are the months higher in humidity when it reaches 54-61%, 
while its minimum is in the summer season between June and September (20-30%) (Ebrahim, 
2009). 
The need for rain is something cannot be ignored, especially in arid and semiarid regions 
like the Arabian Peninsula. In Muslims community, there is a prayer called (Salat Al Esteska’a) 
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which means prayers for rain. People pray for rain in different situation such as in drought 
season, or any time rain is needed. Precipitation in Kuwait is relatively very low. The annual 
average of precipitation is 132 mm approximately. However, rainfall varies from year to year. In 
1964 and 1994, precipitation did not exceed 30 mm, while in 1976 it exceeded 270 mm. 
December and January are the months when precipitation reaches its peak.  
City establishment 
Historians do not have an exact year when Kuwait city was established. So, they relied on 
many resources, such as local stories, kings’ (Shiekh) letters, and other archives to determine the 
history of Kuwait city. It was found in Shiekh Mubarak’s letter that the city was established in 
1613. However, other records indicate that the city was established in 1671.Somehistorians look 
at the establishment of the city as when the Al Subuh family began to rule in the region, which is 
since the late 17th century, which implies Kuwait city did not exist before then. However, stories 
tell that an actual city was already in existence when the Al Subuh family first arrived in the 
region (Ebrahim,2009). In 1709, a Syrian traveler mentioned in his notes that he visited a small 
city called Kuwait, and he wrote a brief description and said that this city was very similar to 
Eh’sa city in Saudi Arabia. From his description, historians believe that the city was 
approximately 30 years old, thus concluding that the city was established on about the 1680s. 
There are also many other stories, reports, archives, and travelers’ notes providing have evidence 
that the city was established within the same period mentioned above (Ebrahim,2009). 
Between the year 1750 and 1920, there were no maps that show the boundaries of the 
built up area for Kuwait city. So, historians relied on the notes of travelers who visited the city to 
determine the growth of Kuwait city. Therefore, historians believe Kuwait city was established 
between the 1600s and 1700s. At that time the region was not stable, due to conflict between the 
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Turkish and Persian empires. However, Kuwait City benefited from the Persian invasion on Al 
Basra city in Iraq since many merchants and traders moved to Kuwait, which revived the city 
economically. Even though the Persian invasion of Al Basra city lasted only for four years 
(1775-1779), Kuwait city remained as the main port in the region because of its strategic location 
on the north-west of the Persian Gulf (Arabian Gulf) coastlines (Ebrahim, 2009). 
Regarding its population in the beginning of the 20th century, historians and travelers who 
visited the city in the middle of the 1800s mentioned in their notes that the city had a big open 
market that attracted many Arabian and Persian merchants to the region, and its population 
reached 20,000 people, with 6,000 of them soldiers. When Buchingham, Historian traveler, 
visited the city in 1816, he said that most of the Kuwaiti citizens are merchants and traders. 
Many historians and travelers mentioned the size of Kuwait city in the beginning of 19th century. 
Gordon Lorimer who visited Kuwait city in 1831 said that the size of the city was approximately 
1 square mile. Medt’hat Basha mentioned that there were 6,000 houses at that time (Ebrahim, 
2009). 
Kuwait master plans 
The Kuwaiti government was aware of the idea of urban planning in the middle of the 
20th century; but because it did not have the experience drawing up such a plan for Kuwait city, 
Kuwait cooperated with Minoprio, Spencely and MacFarlane British Company for urban 
planning to draw the first master plan for Kuwait city in 1952. The main goal of this plan was to 
look at the city and citizens’ future needs, draw the main lines (streets), and identify the 
residential, industrial, and educational, areas. In 1967 the Municipal Development Scheme for 
Kuwait city was devised, which was not new, but a supplemental plan to the first master plan by 
Minoprio, Spencely and MacFarlane. The second master plan was drawn in 1970 by the British 
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urban planner, Professor Sir Colin Buchanan. This plan was intended to solve the main problems 
the city started to face because of its rapid population growth, requiring an infrastructure for 
further expansion. Furthermore, it was necessary to address the lack of health and educational 
services. In 1977, a supplemental plan followed the second master plan to help adjust and add 
few modifications in different areas within Kuwait city. Five years later, Kuwait added a 
supplemental plan to the second master plan in 1983. The third master plan was not until 1997, 




Figure 3.5 Kuwait City growth between the years 1930 – 1980 




Figure 3.6 Kuwait City growth between the years 1957 – 1995 
modifying after (Al-Subah et. al., 2004) 
 
The old city of Kuwait is located on the south coastline of Kuwait bay, which allows the 
city only to expand to the east (for a few miles before it meets the Arabian Gulf coastlines), to 
the south-east, south, south-west, and west. The city has radial roads system with seven ring 
roads. The current third ring road was the boundary of the old Kuwait City in 1952, which was 
drawn in the first master plan. In 1967, the urban area expanded to a part of the current fifth ring 
road. Through the second master plan, the urban area expanded to the current sixth ring road in 
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1977. After that year, the urban area clearly extended to reach the seventh ring road along the 
coastlines of the Arabian Gulf. The supplemental plan of the second master plan in 1983 helped 
the urban area to expand beyond the seventh ring road, and with an obvious expansion into 
inland areas. There has been no further expansion of the urban area since the third master plan of 
the city in 1997. However, this plan aims to fill the open spaces within the expanded urban area. 
In addition, the plan tried to conjoin Al Jahra city, located to the far west of the urban area, by 
expanding the urban area to meet it.  Between 1957 and 1965, the urban area expanded by 23% 
and between 1965 and 1970, it expanded by 25%. Between 1970 and 1990, the urban expansion 
slowed down until it became a negative urban expansion between 1990 and 1995 (Al-Subah, & 
Ezzat, 2004).  
Demography 
The first census in Kuwait was conducted in 1957 by the Social Affairs Division (SAF). 
The SAF also conducted the second census in 1961; but after that time, the Central Statistical 
Bureau CSB was established in 1963 to handle the census. Since then, censuses were taken of the 
population, houses, and buildings every five years until 2011 (Central Statistics Bureau, 2012). 
According to the 2011 census, the total population of Kuwait is 3,098,892, of which 
2,001,985 are non-Kuwaiti. The higher population is that of the Al Farwanyia Governorate with 
818,571 people, while the Capital and Mubarak Al Kabeer have the lowest population (326,513 
and 258,813, respectively). Al Farwanyia is the highest in non-Kuwaiti residents (602,346), and 
Mubarak Al Kabeer has only 106,656 non-Kuwaiti residents. There is no variation between the 
Governorates regarding Kuwaiti residents, varying between 146,945 and 229,322 (Central 
Statistics Bureau, 2012).  A statistic published on October 22nd, 2014 in The Public Authority for 
Civil Information website revealed that the population of Kuwait hit 3,965,022 in 2014. Kuwaiti 
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residents comprise only 31.3% of the total population (1,242,490). It is worthy to mention that 
the Asian residents exceed the Kuwaiti residents in Kuwait. The 1,499,929 Asian residents 
comprise 37.8% of the total population (Public Authority for Civil Information, 2014).  
 
Table 3.1 The total population of the 2001 census (Central Statistics Bureau, 2012) 
 The 
Capital  
Hawalli AlAhmedi Jahra Farwania Mubarak 
AlKabeer 
Total 
Kuwaiti 146,945 192,778 229,322 152,542 216,225 152,157 1,089,969 
NonKuwaiti 179,568 480,132 358,746 248,433 602,346 106,656 1,975,881 
Total pop. 326,513 672,910 588,068 400,975 818,571 258,813 3,065,850 
 
The average monthly income for a Kuwaiti family is relatively high. The Kuwait Central 
Statistical Bureau (CSB) revealed that the average monthly income for a Kuwaiti family is 3,351 
KD ($11,405) in 2013 (Al-Watan Newspaper, 2014). A survey showed that 72% of the Kuwaiti 
families own their homes. However, only 4% of the non-Kuwaiti own their homes (Al-Watan 
Newspaper, 2014). Furthermore, Kuwait CSB revealed that Kuwaiti families own in average of 
3.2 cars, 5.5 cell-phones, and 3.7 TVs for each family, while the non-Kuwaiti families own 1.1 














In this research, data were collected from different agencies and institutions in Kuwait. 
Many places were visited to obtain archives, maps, and satellite images. One of the main sources 
of this research is the Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAF) since 
it has a direct responsibility for greenery in Kuwait. The agency was visited several times to 
speak with and meet professionals in different sectors, including the agricultural sector, work on 
studying and implanting new species to Kuwait besides improving and developing crops 
production; landscaping sectors responsible for public parks, open spaces, forestation areas, and 
planting the highways and streets; and  the scientific studies and research administration who are 
cooperating with the other sectors to accomplish studies and research to improve the green space 
in Kuwait. Useful data were obtained from PAAF such as a list of public parks to the whole 
study area, “Kuwait City,” archives, research, unpublished projects, and other data. Meeting 
professionals and researchers in the agency also helped to expand knowledge about this research 
topic since many species were introduced to Kuwait’s climate without any research. Besides, 
there is no such good documentation on some species like “Conocarpus.” Base vector maps were 
obtained when visiting the Kuwait Municipality. These maps are the base maps of the research 
used in adobe illustrator SC6 for digitizing. More maps, atlases, research, and studies were 
obtained from other institutions like the Center of the Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Studies 




Landsat Landsat images were obtained from the United States Geological Survey 
(www.usgs.glovis.gov). This analysis attempted to examine satellite images every 5 years since 
1982, but it could not be implemented as expected in order to find the clearest image for the 
study area. For example, some images have a quality of 5/9 while others have a higher quality 
(USGS rating system). Also, many images exhibited cloud coverage that blocked the study areas. 
So, with this variability found among and between the various image resolutions, cloud 
coverage, and other image characteristics, the largest matched resolution was chosen for this 
study.Due to the variability of remotely-sensed image resolution before 1982 (80 to 30 meters), 
Landsat images analyzed between 1972-1982 were assessed and processed separately than those 
with better resolution after 1982. The bands used for green space change detection (bands 3, 4, 
and 5) all had the same resolution of 30 meters for the years of this study from 1982-2014.  
Therefore, the focus of this study will during 1982 to 2014, although the years before 1982, were 
used only for  early assessments of green space distribution in the urban area. 
Software implemented  
The two main programs used in this research are ArcGIS and Adobe Illustrator CS6. 
Supporting databases and programs were used to help in processing, collecting, and assure the 
accuracy of the collected data. Kuwait Finder application was used as a supporting database. 
Kuwait Finder is a smart phone application was developed by the Kuwait Public Authority for 
Civil Information. This application shows a detailed map of Kuwait. It has all the features 
labeled within Kuwait’s political boundaries, such as buildings, houses, parks, farms, roads, 
coastlines, private properties, and many others. With the Kuwait Finder project application, 
Kuwait won the title of the first Electronic Government (E-Government) of the Gulf Cooperation 
Council in 2013 (Public Authority for Civil Information, 2015). The search database of the 
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Kuwait Municipality was used to assure the accuracy of collected data such as the list of public 
parks. 
As a study measurement tool, Google Earth was used with Earth Point measurement tools 
to measure features such as parks, districts, and residential area sizes. These tools are simple and 
easy to use, and have good accuracy. It requires creating a polygon file for any feature that needs 
to be measured and then copy and paste the file in (www.earthpoint.us). Earth Point provides 
options to use the units the feature needs to be measured on. Options were given regarding where 
the data needed to be extracted whether on the same webpage or in an excel file and many other 
options. Before using this measurement tool for the study, an accuracy assessment was made to 
evaluate the accuracy of these measurement tools. To do the assessment of the measurement tool, 
we chose five features of the size/distances of the known (referenced) areas to measure their 
distances by using Earth Point measurement tools. The total accuracy of all six features indicate 
the accuracy of the measurement tool that have been used in this research to measure the size or 
distance of any features such as parks, districts, Governorates, etc. The accuracy is varies from 
one person to another since the measuring relay on digitizing the feature needs to be measured. 
 








Park – Al Rumaithyia 31,845 29,391 92.2% 
Park – Bayan 24,072 23,204 96.3% 
Park – Al Jabria 67,162 66,454 98.9% 
Park – Al Shaheed 159,000 156,755 98.5% 
Hawalli Governorate 85,000,000 82,612,868 97.1% 





Procedures and steps 
This research discusses several points; so more than one methodology was used in 
conducting this research. Relying only on remote sensing techniques might not be a perfect way 
to study green spaces especially within a city. In this research, field observations are also used as 
much as possible to better understand the study area. In the first part of the research, which is 
investigating changes of green spaces over time, field work cannot be used since we are 
investigating things in the past, but field work is necessary in this research to examine the 
present green spaces. In the following pages in this chapter, the methods for each part of the 
research will be discussed separately. 
Examination of green space (1982-2014) 
In this part of the research, change detection method was used to examine how green 
space changed from1986 to2014. Landsat images were obtained from different sources, and 
satellite images for the years 1982, 1986, 1990, 1995, 2001, 2006, 2009, 2013, and 2014 were 
processed in this research. Almost five years is the distance between the satellite images. 
However, in some years it was difficult to find clear images without clouds to use, so images 
from the next year or the previous year were obtained instead. For example, the image from the 
year 2000 had a bad quality, so it was replaced with the image from the year 2001. Regarding 
temporal resolution, all images were taken in late May and early June. Choosing images that 
have the same time/day is better when compared to each other. The most important point here is 
that we should not compare the winter season in a year with the summer season in the other year.  
So, all images are in the summer season since they were taken between May and June. 
There are several reasons why the summer is chosen to be compared instead of the winter 
season, which is the rainy season and offers a good chance for vegetated areas to grow and get 
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healthier. First, in the winter, spring and fall there are a high percentage of clouds that cover the 
sky and block the study area from sensors. Cloud shades also give a black color on the images 
which make it hard to see the image. Second, weeds and unwanted plants grow everywhere 
during the winter, spring and fall in the city, and these plants are unwanted for the study. Third, 
several research studies were conducted in Kuwait on plants and showed that a lot of plant 
species adapted to the climate in Kuwait, and they even grow healthier in the summer season. 
The only noticeable plant that diminishes in the summer is grass, and grass rarely, if ever, can be 
found in Kuwait without trees and shrubs that live and grow in all seasons. This means the area 
will not lose all the vegetation reflection of sensors, so that the vegetated area can be determined 
by the sensor. Generally speaking, comparing images in this study is fairly accurate as long as 
the same season is being compared and not different seasons.  
Before getting started with processing the images in ArcGIS, some preparation was 
required to adjust the images for comparison. Kuwait city is displayed in two Worldwide 
Reference System WRS scenes (paths and rows). The WRS is a system that helps to determine 
any location on earth by dividing the whole world into grids (United States for geological 
Survey, 2013). Every square of this grid can be called plate, and this plate represents a satellite 
image. The system usually uses the number of paths and rows to determine the plate’s number. 
Kuwait city is within the two plates (path:165, row:40) and (path:166, row:40). To prepare the 
image of the whole city, a mosaic tool from the Arc tool box was used to mosaic the two scenes 
(Arc tool  Data Management Raster Data Set  Mosaic to New File). There are a few 
things need to be taken care of while mosaicing. Both images should have the same properties 
such as number of bands, cell size, and pixel depth. These can be checked by going to Layer 
Properties  Source Raster Information. As long as both images are taken from the same 
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sensor, everything will fit in place, but there is no harm to double check. Thus, after the mosaic 
process was done, we could deal with the scene as one satellite image. Clip processes were 
applied to the image, so unnecessary data on the image were taken care of.  These steps were 
done to the whole eight years of images that were compared in this study. 
Every year-image was processed individually. False and true color images where created 
for all images by adjusting the order of bands. The true color image shows a natural color of all 
features displayed in the image. For example, green spaces are shown in green color, building are 
blue-ish, sand and deserts are brown, water bodies are blue, etc. False color images show a false 
color for the features, and this research tried to show green spaces in red colors. This gave a 
clearer view of the green spaces in the image. To determine the green spaces in the images, a 
better method was used to calculate the green space within the studied area. A Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was used. This indicator uses the red and near-infra red 
bands to measure and calculate the green space on land by using the following equation:  
 
NIR refers to Near-Infra Red band, while Red is the Red band (United States for 
Geological Survey, 2013). By applying this equation on the satellite image, the green spaces are 
calculated and an image is displayed to show the green space clearly, distinguishing it from all 
other features. 
There are different ways to calculate NDVI in ArcGIS. Model builder can be used to 
make the equation. An easier way ArcGIS offers is by using the NDVI calculation icon in (Data 
Analysis). This new way is simpler and saves a lot of time because it only require pressing the 
NDVI icon. The only crucial issue while calculating the NDVI is that Red and Near-Infra Red 
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bands should be determined in each satellite image because bands are different in Landsat 
sensors. Table 4.2 shows the red and near-infra red bands in each Landsat sensor. 
 
Table 4.2 Spectral bands and their wavelength and proper uses in different landsat sensors. 
(USGS. (2013) 
Landsat 8 operation Land Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS) 
Band Wavelength Useful for mapping 
Band 1 – coastal aerosol 0.43-0.45 coastal and aerosol studies 
Band 2 – blue 0.45-0.51 Bathymetric mapping, distinguishing soil from 
vegetation and deciduous from coniferous 
vegetation 
Band 3 – green 0.53-0.59 Emphasizes peak vegetation, which is useful for 
assessing plant vigor 
Band 4 – red 0.64-0.67 Discriminates vegetation slopes 
Band 5 - Near Infrared 
(NIR) 
085.-0.88 Emphasizes biomass content and shorelines 
Band 6 - Short-wave 
Infrared (SWIR) 1 
1.57-1.65 Discriminates moisture content of soil and 
vegetation; penetrates thin clouds 
Band 7 - Short-wave 
Infrared (SWIR) 2 
2.11-2.29 Improved moisture content of soil and vegetation 
and  thin cloud penetration 
Band 8 - Panchromatic .50-.68 15 meter resolution, sharper image definition 
Band 9 – Cirrus 1.36 -1.38 Improved detection of cirrus cloud contamination 
Band 10 – TIRS 1 10.60 – 
11.19 
100 meter resolution, thermal mapping and 
estimated soil moisture 
Band 11 – TIRS 2 11.5-12.51 100 meter resolution, Improved thermal mapping 
and estimated soil moisture 
Landsat 4-5 Thematic Mapper (TM) and Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus 
(ETM+) 
Band 1 - blue 
 0.45-0.52 
Bathymetric mapping, distinguishing soil from 
vegetation and deciduous from coniferous 
vegetation 
Band 2 - green 
 
0.52-0.60 
Emphasizes peak vegetation, which is useful for 
assessing plant vigor 
Band 3 - red 
 
0.63-0.69 Discriminates vegetation slopes 
Band 4 - Near Infrared 0.77-0.90 Emphasizes biomass content and shorelines 
Band 5 - Short-wave 
Infrared 
1.55-1.75 Discriminates moisture content of soil and 
vegetation; penetrates thin clouds 
Band 6 - Thermal Infrared 10.40-12.50 Thermal mapping and estimated soil moisture 
Band 7 - Short-wave 
Infrared 
2.09-2.35 Hydrothermally altered rocks associated with 
mineral deposits 
Band 8 - Panchromatic .52-.90 15 meter resolution, sharper image definition 
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(Landsat 7 only) 










Useful for mapping 
Band 4 - 
green 
 
Band 1 – 
green 
0.5-0.6 
Sediment-laden water, delineates areas of shallow 
water 
Band 5 - 
red 
Band 2 - red 0.6-0.7 
Cultural features 
Band 6 - 
Near 
Infrared 
Band 3 - 
Near Infrared 
0.7-0.8 
Vegetation boundary between land and water, and 
landforms 
Band 7 - 
Near 
Infrared 
Band 4 - 
Near Infrared 
0.8-1.1 Penetrates atmospheric haze best, emphasizes 
vegetation, boundary between land and water, and 
landforms 
 
An equation was applied by model builder called Delta NDVI. This equation shows the 
changes that occur in any two years. The equation is simple, yielding significant results.  
Delta NDVI = NDVI satellite image of a particular year – NDVI satellite image of the previous 
year 
 




This equation can calculate positive and negative changes of the two compared years, and 
it is useful especially for images that have slight changes that cannot be recognized with the 
naked eye. The slight changes in green space coverage within the study area (Kuwait City) is not 
a matter of interest in this paper. However, this research tried to find the main changes that took 
place throughout Kuwait history, and this can be clearly detected without high spectral resolution 
images and with a simple method like Delta NDVI. 
What determined public parks’ buffers 
A vector base map of Kuwait city was used for this part of the research. The map was 
obtained from Kuwait Municipality. Digitizing was applied to the map by using Adobe 
Illustrator CS6 program. The purpose of this part of the research is to examine the performance 
of the public parks in Kuwait city, and see its distribution and whether these parks serve the 
whole city or not. The population data was used as a variable that should be looked at when 
examining public parks’ performance. A layer of population was put on the base map plus the 
street network of the city. All parks were digitized and a circle buffer was drawn around all parks 
based on their sizes. To answer the question of “How much service area could every 1 meter a 
park serve within a Governorate,” the size of the residential area of a Governorate must be 
divided by the total size of the public parks of the district. To determine the size of a circle 
buffer, or in other words (the radius), on each park the following equation was applied:  
 
A street network layer was overlapped with public parks layer in a single map. A buffer 
of ½ mile radius (10 minutes walking distance) was applied on each park. This buffer size was 
Park (a) buffer radius = 
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ranked by the NPRA as the perfect distance park-users can walk to any public parks in their 
neighborhoods (Town of Newington, Connecticut, 2007). However, this ½ mile radius buffer 
does not show the real sphere of influence of a park due to penetrating or interacting of arterial 
roads which create a barrier for park-users who tend to walk to a public park. Therefore, in this 
research, we overlapped the two types of buffers to examine the area where residents can access 
public parks by walking.  
In the output map, we found that there are several variables can be discussed and 
analyzed (population density, main street network, public parks, and districts). The last step is to 
overlap layers on top of each other and analyze the results. Several parks were visited to assure 
the credibility of the list of public parks. A general paucity of data regarding past park numbers 
and areas from Kuwait agencies did not permit early green space stage quantification. However, 
remotely-sensed imagery was used in this study to assess the historic aspects of green space 
development, relative growth rates and distributions, more so than ascertaining the exact number 
and extents of these green spaces. 
 The Green Belt zone 
In this part of the research, we tried to examine the old green belt area of Kuwait city. 
Archives indicated in a map that this green belt is missing a lot of its area due to the growth of 
urbanization. The satellite images showed that there are huge missing green spaces in the green 
belt area, and apparently they were replaced by buildings. So, a field trip was taken to the whole 
area for investigation to see what, why, how, and by what the green spaces were replaced in the 
green belt area. Also, satellite images showed that the Al Shaheed Community public park in the 
green belt area is missing, and there are no spectral reflections indicating that there is a park 
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there. Al Shaheed public park is the only one community public park in Kuwait city with a size 
of 159,000 meter2. 
These methods are used in this research in purpose of examining and investigating the 
distribution, condition, and performance of green spaces within Kuwait city boundary. By 
looking at archives and Consecutive imagery from 1982 up to 2014, we can understand green 
space evolution in Kuwait city, and then, evaluate its morphology to predict the future and create 
and implement a better plan to develop an environment-friendly city. Moreover, with these 
methods and techniques, the study will examine the performance of public parks, and look at its 
sizes, distribution, numbers, serves, and the area of influence to see whether current public parks 


















Results and analysis 
 
For the historic component of the green space research in Kuwait, all master plans of 
Kuwait were examined to better understand the green space growth within the urban area. In this 
research we tried to look at the history of green space growth not only by examining satellite 
images, but also by reading archives, studies, reports, and any documentation related to green 
space growth and development. By putting all these together, it became clearer and more obvious 
to analyze and interpret satellite images in ArcGIS. This helped to understand the reasons behind 
any vegetation changes and growth within the urban area in Kuwait throughout time.  
It was found that Kuwait, with its different agencies, showed great effort to enhance and 
develop the green spaces within the urban area in a small scope, and within Kuwait’s political 
boundaries in a wide scope. Various kinds of research were conducted aiming to develop the 
green space in the urban area. Research studies related to soil remediation was one of the most 
important types of research to enhance the vegetated area. This type of research is crucial in 
Kuwait for two main reasons. First, because Kuwait is located in an arid and semiarid region, so 
soil in this region has poor fertility. The devastation caused on soil by the Iraqi invasion is the 
second reason why this type of research is important. The explosion of oil wells created a lot of 
oil swamps that damaged the soil. Agencies such as KISR, and PAAF made a lot of effort to 
rehabilitate the soil. The international cooperation with companies aiming to rehabilitate the soil 
such as the Japanese company, Japan Petroleum Energy Center JPEC, played a significant role to 
enhance and develop the green space in the 1990s. Other types of research led to significant 
changes of green spaces in the urban area. Among them, introducing new species to Kuwait’s 
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climate, find solutions to mitigate the erosion of the top layer of slope lands, find the best 
irrigation techniques for street plants and public parks, and many others were conducted. 
From analyzing the satellite images of different years, it was found that Kuwait city 
passed through three periodic times or stages of green space growth. The three stages are 
identified based on the pace or rapidity of green space growth within the urban area of Kuwait 
city. The following table shows a description of each stage of green space growth in Kuwait.  
Table 5.1 The three green-space-growth stages of Kuwait city 1990-2014. 
1990 and earlier 1990 to 2001 2001 to 2014 
Green spaces generally have 
slow positive changes. 
Different areas and open 
spaces get greener by the 
years. However, it has a very 
slow improvement. 
Green space growth reaches 
its peak, especially at the 
middle of this stage. High 
ways and roads are features 
that have the most positive 
changes. Vegetation reflection 
can be seen very clearly on 
satellite images after applying 
NDVI equation. 
Speaking generally about this 
period of time, stability is the 
perfect word that can fit to 
describe this stage. There are 
laudable growth of green 
spaces in some areas, but 
also at the same time, there 
are areas were green space is 









Figure 5.1 Satellite image of Kuwait city in 2013 from Landsat 8. 
In Figure 5.1, satellite image (a) is RGB 432 bands combination which shows the normal 
colors of Kuwait city. Image (b) is a false color combination RGB 543 which shows the 
vegetation spaces in red color. Image (c) is when the NDVI equation is applied to the image to 
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Figure 5.2 Satellite image of Kuwait city in 2001 from landsat 7 Enhance Thematic Mapper Plus 
(ETM+). 
 
In Figure 5.2, satellite image (a) is RGB 321 bands combination which shows the normal 
colors of Kuwait city. Image (b) is a false color combination RGB 432 which shows the 
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vegetation spaces in red color. Image (c) is when NDVI equation is applied to the image to show 
the vegetated spaces more clearly in red brown-ish color. 
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In Figure 5.3, satellite image (a) is RGB 321 bands combination which shows the normal 
colors Kuwait city. Image (b) is a false color combination RGB 432 which shows the vegetation 
spaces in red color. Image (c) is when NDVI equation is implied on the image to show the 
vegetated spaces more clearly in red brown-ish color. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Satellite image of Kuwait city in 1986 from landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM). 
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In the figure 5.4, satellite image (a) is RGB 321 bands combination which shows the 
normal colors of Kuwait city. Image (b) is a false color combination RGB 432 which shows the 
vegetation spaces in red color. Image (c) is when the NDVI equation is applied to the image to 
show the vegetated spaces more clearly in red brown-ish color. 
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 Figure 5.5 shows three ways have been made on ArcGIS to determine changes between 
the two years (1990 and 2001) in a sample area within Kuwait city. The reason why we have 
chosen a sample area is to compare it and see whether there are any different results between the 
sample area and images of the whole City of Kuwait. Images that display the whole city with a 
water body have a wide range of spectral reflection. By minimizing the range of the spectral 
reflection of the image, we could get more accurate calculation when applying the NDVI 
equation and ISO cluster method to the satellite image. 
 Images (a) and (b) displayed RGB 432 bands to show the vegetated area in red color. On 
images (c) and (d), Iso Cluster unsupervised classification was applied to the sample area to 
show the vegetated area more clearly. The NDVI Equation was applied to images (e) and (f) to 
show the differences between the two years, 1990 and 2001. All three ways were applied to see 
the changes in green space and it was found that there are very obvious positive changes in the 
year 2001. Highways and main roads are features where the most changes appeared, while in the 
residential areas or building areas there are no significant changes as is also the case on 





Figure 5.6 Delta NDVI of the year 1990 and 2001. 
 
Figure 5.6 shows the Delta NDVI equation which is (NDVI 2001 – NDVI 1990). The red 
color shows only the positive changes that have occurred between these two years. The green 
color shows the negative changes in the green spaces. However, with a low resolution, the 
calculation might not give very accurate results. The yellow and yellow-ish colors indicate that 
there are no changes in green spaces, but also like the green color, it does not have very good 
accuracy. However, the results show the general trends in the area.  
From examining satellite images from 1982 to2014, it was found that there are no 
significant changes in green spaces in the old Kuwait City, which is the current downtown area. 
On the other hand, the residential areas that are close to downtown have gone through significant 
changes throughout history. It was found also that the positive changes in green spaces in this 
area have a sequential rhythm, especially in the residential areas since 1986.  
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In 2014sat-image, there are few negative changes in some areas such as the west side of 
the green belt. This zone was visited to find that the main reason behind these negative changes 




Figure 5.7 Images of the years (1986, 1990, 2001, 2013) respectively of Kuwait city downtown. 
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The 92 public parks in Kuwait city are distributed throughout46 districts. The average 
number of public parks in each district is two parks per district. This research found that there is 
a strong relationship between the number of public parks and price of land property. While the 
average number of parks in districts is two, Al Shamia and Al Khaldia which are among the top 
ten districts with the highest price of land property have eight parks each. Table 5.2 shows the 
top ten districts that have the highest land properties, land property prices, and number of parks 
in each district. 
Table 5.2 Top ten districts of land properties prices in Kuwait city.  
 (Al-Shahed Newspaper, 2014). 
Rank District 
Price of land per meter sq KD: 
(Dollar) no. of parks 
1 Shwaikh 1,546(5,225) 3 
2 Hattein 1,450 (4,901) 0 
3 Abdulla Al Salem 1,316 (4,448) 4 
4 Abu Al Hasani 1,108 (3,745) 0 
5 Al Shamia 1,105 (3,734) 6 
6 Keifan 1,100 (3,718) 8 
7 Al Nuzha 1,093 (3,694) 2 
8 Al Edealia 1,079 (3,647) 1 
9 Al Feiha 1,079 (3,647) 4 
10 Al Khaldia 1,021 (3,450) 8 
 
Table 5.3 consists of statistics developed by the Excel program to show the largest, 
smallest, mean, median, and standard deviations, of public neighborhood park sizes, not 
including the Al Shaheed community public park, in each Governorate and compares them. It 
was found that public park sizes in the Capital Governorate are the smallest among the parks in 
all other Governorates. The smallest public park in Kuwait city is located in the Capital 
Governorate with 2,849 square meters. The largest public park is also located in the Capital 
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Governorate with 114,000 square meters. The capital has the largest total size of public parks, 
which is 1,016,895 square meters. This is normal because it has a high number of public parks, 
53 in total. Mubarak Al Kabeer is poorly served by parks since it has a total of only 153,225 
square meter public park lands, 4 parks altogether.  
Table 5.3 Public parks statistics and Governorates comparison. 




Al Kabeer Jahra 




314,962 478,525 153,225 280,931 
No. of Parks 12 53 11 9 4 3 
largest park 89,022 114,000 75,590 167,000 101,000 175,000 
Smallest park 3,829 2,849 4,704 7,150 15,000 16,128 
range size 85,193 111,151 70,886 159,850 76,000 158,872 
Mean 35,138 16,498 28,633 53,169 38,306 93,644 
Median 27,959 10,190 19,400 38,000 18,613 89,803 
Standard diviation 25,620 18,759 24,406 52,816 41,875 79,505 
 
Table 5.4 This table shows Al Ahmedi Governorate districts, population, and density. 
Districts Population Size (m2) 
Pop. Density per 1 
meter sq. 
Denstiy per 100 
meter sq 
Abo Huliefa 29,870 3,526,251.71 0.008470751 8.470750945 
Al Regha 36,058 3,690,197.29 0.009771293 9.771293289 
Al Subahiya 56,640 6,776,050.76 0.008358851 8.358851199 
Al Dahar 33,197 3,407,072.47 0.009743556 9.743555582 
Al Aqueilah 13,579 4,650,814.81 0.002919703 2.919703442 
Al Feheheel 54,157 5,789,830.27 0.009353815 9.353814796 
Al Funtas 32,407 2,943,346.73 0.011010256 11.01025566 
Al Mangaf 73,378 6,310,358.08 0.011628183 11.62818323 
Al Mahboola 77,988 3,931,126.22 0.01983859 19.83858969 
Jaber Al Ali  38,868 4,743,011.60 0.008194793 8.194793361 
Fahad 
AlAhmad 17,096 3,148,221.38 0.005430368 5.430367789 
Al Ahmedi city 21,469 16,416,224.30 0.001307792 1.307791585 
Hadiya 17,990 3,684,966.57 0.004881998 4.88199815 




Table 5.5 This table consist of the Capital Governorate districts, population, and density in each. 
Districts name Population Size (m2) 
population density per 
meter sq. 
pop. Per 100 
meter sq 
Al Khaldiya 9,820 2,526,929.18 0.00388614 3.886139775 
Al Dasmah 12,987 1,681,591.98 0.007723039 7.723038725 
Al Daiya 11,289 2,434,951.08 0.004636233 4.636232769 
Al Doha 22,047 1,890,326.34 0.011663066 11.66306553 
Al Rawda 21,535 3,044,051.13 0.007074454 7.074454101 
Al Surra 30,264 3,611,238.47 0.008380504 8.380504441 
Al Shamiya 8,747 2,032,664.64 0.004303218 4.30321845 
Al Shuwaikh 3,012 1,677,866.83 0.001795137 1.795136507 
Al Sulaibikhat 23,686 2,650,490.66 0.008936459 8.936458568 
Al Adeilia 11,006 2,520,013.98 0.004367436 4.367436089 
Al Faiha 12,613 1,662,074.82 0.007588708 7.588707728 
Al Qadisiya 14,389 1,729,947.62 0.008317593 8.317592879 
Al Qibla 5,384 2,600,649.41 0.002070252 2.070252137 
Al Murqab 3,938 1,746,755.84 0.002254465 2.254465053 
Al Mansoriya 5,673 1,236,748.29 0.004587029 4.587028781 
Al Nuzha 8,633 1,579,088.99 0.005467076 5.467076294 
Al Yarmouk 15,385 2,146,175.02 0.007168567 7.168567281 
Beneid Al Qar 14,265 1,151,535.76 0.012387805 12.38780461 
Dasman 811 691,306.50 0.001173141 1.173141006 
Sharq 16,448 3,006,018.84 0.005471689 5.471688935 
Abdulla Al 
Salem 13,346 2,585,339.59 0.005162185 5.16218451 
Garnata 8,752 1,345,279.73 0.00650571 6.505710151 
Qurtoba 28,736 3,105,287.63 0.009253893 9.253893167 
Keifan 18,125 3,110,640.39 0.005826774 5.826774472 









Table 5.6 This table consist of Al Farwanyia districts, population, and density of each district. 
Districts Population Size (m2) 
Pop. Density per 
meter sq. 
Pop. density per 
100 meter sq. 
Ashbeliah 21,848 3,474,784.30 0.006287585 6.287584524 
Al Andaloos 42,325 4,869,585.62 0.008691705 8.691704657 
Al Rabiya 18,620 2,393,597.59 0.007779085 7.779085383 
Al Rehab 15,682 1,919,455.22 0.008170026 8.170026495 
Al Riqai 24,820 2,435,753.79 0.010189864 10.18986405 
Al Ardiya 47,928 5,211,579.71 0.009196444 9.196443821 
Al Omariya 17,373 2,432,309.91 0.007142593 7.142593105 
Al Ferdous 52,173 4,309,093.11 0.012107652 12.10765203 





Khaitan 109,901 6,829,163.74 0.016092893 16.0928928 
Subah Al 





Total 814,858 54,788,320.44     
 
Table 5.7 This table consist of Hawalli districts, population, and density of each district. 
Districts Population size (m2) Pop. Density 
pop density per 
100 meter sq 
Al Jabriya 65,392 5,996,817.69 0.01090445 10.90445023 
Al Rumaithiya 41,787 5,110,654.84 0.008176447 8.176447298 
Al Zahra 23,792 5,192,240.32 0.004582222 4.582222415 
Al Salmiya 196,153 13,370,639.54 0.014670428 14.67042765 
Al Salam 22,314 4,378,005.41 0.005096842 5.096841583 
Al Sha'ab 10,084 2,369,684.87 0.004255418 4.255418147 
Al Shuhada 15,258 3,612,833.84 0.004223278 4.223277532 
Al Sedeeq 26 4,138,888.70 6.28188E-06 0.006281879 
Bayan 39,799 10,052,635.45 0.003959061 3.959061301 
Hateen 20,809 2,877,414.50 0.00723184 7.231839567 
Hawalli 128,549 6,582,001.15 0.019530382 19.53038248 
Salwa 80,283 5,718,368.96 0.014039493 14.03949282 
Mubarak Al 
Abdulla 9,677 3,099,750.83 0.003121864 3.121863827 
Meshrif 27,391 6,245,191.95 0.004385934 4.385934047 




Table 5.8 This table consist of Al Jahra districts, population, and density of each district. 
Districts name population Size (m2) Pop. Density 
pop density per 
100 meter sq 
Al Jahra 38,664 3,682,072.90 0.010500607 10.50060687 
Al Oyoon 31,009 2,494,485.24 0.012431022 12.43102166 
Al Qasser 42,050 4,107,102.07 0.010238363 10.23836255 
Al Sulaibia 58,275 4,685,777.07 0.012436571 12.43657117 
Al Naseem 18,745 1,547,657.83 0.01211185 12.11185035 
Al Naem 13,913 1,453,156.71 0.009574329 9.574328714 
Al Nahda 6,756 1,819,406.92 0.003713298 3.713297964 
Al Waha 28,154 1,752,526.05 0.016064811 16.06481117 
Taymaa 52,740 3,002,583.25 0.017564875 17.5648752 
South Al Doha 15,200 3,002,583.25 0.005062308 5.062307605 
Saad Al Abdulla 65,394 10,917,242.21 0.005989974 5.989974275 
Total 370,900 38,464,593.47     
 
Table 5.9 This table consist of Mubarak Al Kabeer Governorate districts, population, and density 
of each district. 
Districts Population Size (m2) Pop. Density 
density per 
100 meter sq 
Al Addan 48,095 6,732,417.68 0.007143793 7.143793251 
Al Qurain 33,616 4,131,559.00 0.008136396 8.136395971 
Al Funitees 578 3,837,588.90 0.000150615 0.150615403 
Al Qosour 38,606 4,500,517.77 0.008578124 8.578124117 
Al Messila 1,022 2,987,433.97 0.0003421 0.342099612 





abufatera 57 3,830,341.71 1.48812E-05 0.014881179 





Figure 5.8 The map shows the distribution of public parks in Hawalli Governorate map. The 






Figure 5.9 The map shows the distribution of public parks in Al Ahmedi Governorate map. The 







Figure 5.10 The map shows the distribution of public parks in Mubarak Al Kabeer Governorate 






Figure 5.11 The map shows the distribution of public parks in Al Farwanyia Governorate map. 







Figure 5.12 The map shows the distribution of public parks in Al Jahra Governorate map. The 






Figure 5.13 The map shows the distribution of public parks in the Capital Governorate map. The 





Figure 5.14 This map shows the highest districts land properties prices, and their relation to the 
number of public parks. 
From the statistics and the maps developed in this research, we can infer the following:  
- The Capital Governorate has a fair number of parks and almost perfect distribution in 
the area, but the parks are poorly distributed in the southeastern part of the Governorate.  
 
- The Al Ahmedi Governorate has a shortage of parks in number and size, but the 
distribution of the current parks is Laudable. 
 
- There are six districts without any parks in the Al Farwanyia Governorate. The 
distribution and sizes of parks are fair once the 6 district get small park each. 
 
- The sizes of the parks in the Hawalli Governorate are fair enough, but the southwestern 
area, which is comprises new dwellings has no public parks. The Hawaly district, which 
is the highest in population in this Governorate, also does not have a public park.  
 
- Four districts out of eight have public parks in the Mubarak Al Kabeer Governorate. The 
districts without parks have relatively lower population, but the crucial need for parks in 
these districts is important for future planning.  
- Al Jahra has only three public parks, which are poorly distributed. These are small 
parks, and Al Jahra needs more than three parks because of the high population density 





Figure 5.15 Al Farwanyia Governorate public parks with two types of buffer. The lines 
with dark bold color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers 
represent a half mile buffer (10 minutes walking distance).  
 
- It was found that public parks at Al Farwanyia Governorate cannot perfectly serve 
residents who tend to walk to a near public park. There is a vast area where resident 
cannot get access to parks by walking. 
 
- The east region of the Governorate is almost idea in park distribution, and it could serve 
almost all the resident in that area who tend to walk to a near park.  
 
- Even though one of the two districts in the south have a very high population density, 
these two districts have only one public park.  
 
- The large district in the middle is not a residential area, and does not have a park. this 




Figure 5.16 Al Ahmedi Governorate public parks with two types of buffer. The lines with 
dark bold color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers represent a half 
mile buffer (10 minutes walking distance). 
 
- The parks are scattered perfectly, but there are area in between where residents who tend 
to walk to a park have no access. 
 




Figure 5.17 Mubarak Al Kabeer Governorate public parks with two types of buffer. The lines 
with dark bold color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers represent a half 
mile buffer (10 minutes walking distance). 
 
- Parks are fairly distributed, but parks number is not sufficient. 




Figure 5.18 Hawalli Governorate public parks with two types of buffer. The lines with dark 
bold color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers represent a half mile 
buffer (10 minutes walking distance). 
 
- In the east and north-east, public parks could serve most of the area.  
- Since the south-west area is new, there is no public park yet. 




Figure 5.19 Al Jahra Governorate public parks with two types of buffer. The lines with dark bold 
color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers represent a half mile buffer (10 
minutes walking distance). 
 
- Al Jahra Governorate is has only 3 public parks, and agencies should consider better 
future plan to this Governorate. 
 
- The most two highest population density districts do not have public parks.  
 




Figure 5.20 The Capital Governorate public parks with two types of buffers. The lines with dark 
bold color represent the roadway buffer zones, while the circle buffers represent a half mile 
buffer (10 minutes walking distance). 
 
- The Capital Governorate has almost all its residential areas within park’s sphere of 
influence which is a great effort made by PAAF. 
 
- Public parks are distributed close to be perfect in the area that is highlighted with bold 
black line in middle of the Governorate. Any resident in the highlighted area can reach a 
park by walking no longer then 10 minutes.   
 
- The residential areas in the south need more public parks to serve the whole un covered 
area (in the south three districts). 
 
- The downtown area, in the north, does not have enough numbers of public parks. It is 
mainly not a residential area, but it is being treated as a residential area in this research 
because it has high number of residents that cannot be ignored.  
 
- The capital Governorate has a large industrial area, which has no public parks. 
 




The following maps show each Governorate with their public parks with three sizes of 
buffers: half, one, and 1.5 radius miles (10, 20, 30 minutes walking distances).  
 
Figure 5.21 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at Al Ahmedi 
Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park users 





Figure 5.22 Public parks with one mile radius buffers (20 minutes walking distance) at Al 





Figure 5.23 Public parks with one and half mile radius buffers (30 minutes walking distance) at 






Figure 5.24 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at The Capital 
Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park users 





Figure 5.25 Public parks with one mile radius buffers (20 minutes walking distance) at The 







Figure 5.26 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at Al Jahra 
Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park users 













Figure 5.28 Public parks with one and half mile radius buffers (30 minutes walking distance) at 






Figure 5.29 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at Mubarak Al 
Kabeer Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park 







Figure 5.30 Public parks with one mile radius buffers (20 minutes walking distance) at Mubarak 






Figure 5.31 Public parks with one and half mile radius buffers (30 minutes walking distance) at 






Figure 5.32 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at Al Farwanyia 
Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park users 





Figure 5.33 Public parks with one mile radius buffers (20 minutes walking distance) at Al 






Figure 5.34 Public parks with one and half mile radius buffers (30 minutes walking distance) at 





Figure 5.35 Public parks with a half mile buffers (10 minutes walking distance) at Hawalli 
Governorate. According to NRPA, 10-15 minutes is the perfect walking distance for park users 











Figure 5.37 Public parks with one and half mile radius buffers (30 minutes walking distance) at 
Hawalli Governorate.  
 
By visiting several public parks in different Governorate, it was found that most of the 
parks were poorly maintained. A lot of features need maintenance such as fountains, pathways, 
barbeque stands, children play fields, and many other features. It was also found that the 
damaged grass needed to be replaced in many parks. In several public parks such as Al 
Rumaithyia Public Park, it was found that there is very few parking lots for the park. it was 
noticed that most of the visitors used school parking lots locating close to the public park, and 
others park their cars on the side ways.  
When visiting the green belt zone and making observations, it was found the area was not 
exploited very well. Or in other words, the zone should be greener than what it currently looks 
like. There are buildings that are not supposed to be there, a lot of parking lots, and there are 
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wide open unused spaces. Figure 30 is a Google Earth image that displays the whole zone of the 
green belt. 
 
Figure 5.38 This are represent the Green belt zone, which is located in the boundary of Kuwait 
down-town. the areas labeled with numbers and each number represent a feature within the green 
belt zone. The feature respectively from 1-13 are: Al Shaheed public park, open un-used are, 
Islamic center “Masjed”, electric station, soccer field, ice-skating building, recreation area, mall, 
open un-used area, open un-used area, old Kuwait city gate, vegetated area, and old Kuwait city 
gate  (Google Earth, 2014). 
 
All of the area on the green belt zone was labeled with numbers to easily identify them. 
Area (1) is the Al Shaheed public park. It is the only community public park in Kuwait based on 
NPRA classification. The satellite images that were processed in earlier sections of this research 
indicated that this park area has remained green from1986 until 2009. However, it disappeared 
totally in 2014. So a field trip was made to visit this park to investigate the reason behind this 
unusual change. Observation of the park showed that it was under construction at the time this 
research was conducted, which explains the absence of green color on the satellite images that 
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were taken in 2014. This shows how fieldwork is essential to accompany satellite imaging when 
investigating any phenomenon within the urban fabric. Remote sensing techniques might 
interpret features and phenomena wrongly if they are used alone is a study. Area (13) was added 
to the old park, and was also under construction. Area (2) was listed as one of the public parks in 
Kuwait, but from the field work, it was found that this area is an open unused space, or maybe it 
is an incomplete project. 
 
Figure 5.39 Area number (1) in the green belt zone represent the AlShaheed community public 





Figure 5.40 Area number (2) in green belt zone. This area is listed as one of the public parks in 
Kuwait city, but from a visit to the area, a park does not exist there (photographs by author). 
 
Area (3) is an Islamic Center surrounded by a park lots space. However, only half of 
these spaces are specified for the Islamic Center, while the rest are designated as public parks. 
Having the Islamic Center with its unique design is a notable landmark in the area, especially in 




Figure 5.41 Area number (3) in green belt zone. Islamic center “Masjed” (photographs by 
author). 
 
Table 5.10 This table is a list of all the labeled areas in the green belt zone. 
No. Feature and description 
1 Community public park 
2 Open unused area listed as a public park 
3 Islamic center with a huge parking lots 
4 Electric power station  
5 Soccer field with a huge parking lots  
6 Ice skating building surrounded by un-used open spaces  
7 Recreation area 
8 Discovery Mall and parking lots 
9  Un-used open space with old damaged soccer field 
10 Currently used for Al Shaheed park construction 
11 Old Kuwait Gate- Al Shamiya Gate 
12 Vegetated area 






Figure 5.42 Area number (4) that shows the electric power station in the green belt zone. That 
vast open area around the station can be exploited for landscaping (Photographs by author). 
 
 
Figure 5.43 Area number (13). One of old Kuwait City gates in green belt zone 




The list of public parks obtained from Public Authority of Agriculture Affairs and Fish 
Resources contain more than 93 public parks in Kuwait. However, the extra parks added to list 
do not exist. The following are photos were taken from Google Earth that indicates that there are 
no such public parks in the listed areas. 
 
Figure 5.44 In Al Daeya district, the area in the image is listed as a public park, but it is only an 





Figure 5.45 Al Sheraton roundabout listed as a public park (Google Earth, 2014). 
 
Figure 5.46 Al Sheraton roundabout listed as a public park (Google Earth, 2014). 
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The area of Al Sheraton roundabout is vegetated in purpose of landscaping and 
beautification only. There is no access to enter this area because of its location of the middle of 
intersection. This mistake, adding the area under public park list, is because there is no such 
classification of green space in Kuwait that helps to define it. Other areas such as forestation 
spaces are listed as public parks because of the same reason. Defining an object is important not 
only to be classified and written in research studies, and notes, but they are important for future 
plans of the city. 
 
Figure 5.47 Another open empty space in Al Dasma district listed as a public park 









Figure 5.49 Forestation area and house gardens listed as public parks! in PAAF                 






What this research found as it was mentioned in the results chapter is that Kuwait city 
passed three stages of green space growth, from 1990 and earlier, 1990 to 2001, and 2001 to 
2014. The first stage shows a very slow growth in green space within the urban fabric, while the 
second stage shows rapid growth in vegetation, and in the last stage, which is the current stage, 
the vegetation area is stable. The main question that needs an answer here is why did this 
happen? What are the reasons behind this change? 
The Iraqi invasion in 1990was a wakeup call for environmental conservation in Kuwait. 
The Iraqi invasion of Kuwait is one of the reasons that drew the attention of Kuwaiti agencies 
toward environmental preservation. The war caused a lot of damage to the environment that led 
almost everyone to believe it would be impossible to repair all of the damage. The explosion 
more than 500 oil wells created an enormous number of oil swamps that totally destroyed the top 
fertilized layer of soil, 330 oil swamps that covered 49 square kilometers (Al-Zalzaleh & 
Shabbir, 2004).Estimation revealed that there are about 4.43 million barrels of oil burned every 
day for more than 21 days (Al-Mutawa, 1993). The acid rain, caused by burning oil wells, 
damaged the rest of the agricultural lands. Agencies such as KISR cooperating with JPEC made 
a lot of effort to rehabilitate the environment starting from soil remediation.  
The establishment of EPA, one of the most important agencies, at the current time, that 
attain environmental preservation, especially within the urban area, during this period played a 
big role in environmental preservation and encouraged greening in Kuwait city. The EPA was 
first established in 1996. The National Greenery Plan (NGP),which is a twenty years greenery 
plan (1995-2015),was developed by the Kuwait Institution for Scientific Research (KISR) at the 
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request of Governor ShiekhJaber Al Ahmed Al Sabah for the purpose of greening the urban area. 
This plan is also one of the main reasons behind the rapid green space growth in the second 
stage. The second supplemental plan of the second master plan of Kuwait city was drawn on 
1983, but the greenery plan proposed in the master plan was not executed until the 1990s, which 
is another addition to this stage for greening the city.  
 
Figure 6.1 The second supplemental plan of the second master plan of Kuwait in 1983. 
 (Kuwait Municipality, 2004: 3) 
 
Conocarpus plants were one of the best foreign species that could successfully adapt to 
Kuwait’s harsh climate. In 1994, Kuwait started to import these plants from Florida, USA 
because of its high tolerance to drought. Since then, the plant became the most noticeable tree in 
streets, highways, parks, and house gardens because of its beautiful shapes, green color, and fast 
growth. It seems impossible that only one plant species could change the rapidity of green space 
The proposed green space  
Green Belt 




growth in a city, but this is exactly what happened in Kuwait city because Conorapus now grows 
in every single green area in Kuwait.   
Figure 5.7 represents the downtown area of Kuwait city, where it was found that there 
were no major changes of green space in the area throughout history. Even if there were changes, 
they were not significant. This might cause what has been called an Urban Heat island (UHI), 
discussed in previous chapters. The high density of buildings downtown is the main reason why 
the green space could not stretched further out in the area. It was found also that the dwelling 
area close to downtown has a regular green space growth throughout history, perhaps due to the 
need for high quality of life in this zone, since people there are from high class. Not only all of 
the green space is thriving in this part, but also the number of parks is relatively high in this 
zone.  
There is a direct and significant relationship between the number of public parks and the 
price of land property in a district, as shown in Table 5.2. This shows the relationship between 
high class population, quality of life (quality of serves), high price of land property, and amount 
of green space. By drawing a square diagram starting from high class population, we can see that 
all these aspects have a relationship with each other. High class population means that there is a 
high quality service, which leads to increased number of parks and green space in the area 
because as it was mentioned before, quality of life is people satisfaction (Lopes, and Camenho, 
2012), and public parks is a way to attain this satisfaction. At the end, an area that has high 
service(high quality of life), will have high land and property price, which takes us to the first 




Figure 6.2 A diagram shows the relationship between high class population, high quality server 
(quality of life), green space amount, and land properties prices. 
 
 From the research analyses, it was found that there is a positive and negative correlation 
between land value and cost, rich and poor communities, and the number and size of public 
parks. An increased numbers of parks were found in affluent communities due to the demand for 
parks in such areas. However, at the same time, it was divulged that other wealthy communities 
did not have sufficient number of parks even though the demand was high. A lack of parks in 
wealthy communities was speculated to have been due to the insufficient land in these 
communities due to their high cost of purchase by the Kuwaiti green space agencies. For 
example, one of the many upper-class communities that does not have sufficient number of parks 
is Abo Al Hasani, a small affluent district located along the coast.  Although the community 
demands more green spaces, the exorbitant cost of land has precluded the City from purchasing 
park space.  It was found that these two opposing variables negate any correlation.  Residents of 
wealthy neighborhoods want the parks (and have the influence to demand them), however the 
2- high quality 
services
3- more green 
spaces
4- high price 
land properties




higher cost of property in these districts prohibits Kuwaiti agencies from purchasing land to be 
used as public green spaces. 
It was found that the Capital Governorate has smaller parks relative to other parks in 
other governorates. Planned parks are usually larger than unplanned parks because those bigger 
parks were drawn on the dwelling scheme, but the growing population and the need for more 
parks lead to create more parks in the area, which already lacks big spaces. So, smaller parks 
were established in small open spaces to fulfill the need of the growing population. 
Public parks in Kuwait city tend to be located in residential areas to provides people 
needs and satisfactions of such recreation areas and places where can people spent their free time 
in. however, agencies did not focused in establishing parks in non-residential areas such as 
industrial regions and business areas like in down-town. It is common that such parks and 
recreation areas to be located in residents areas because these places are where people tend to go 
to spend their free time. On the other hand, we should also think that there are workers who want 
to spend their break time having a lunch meal in a nice place. So, parks are crucial in those areas 
because green spaces would have a positive influence on workers mood as it was mentioned in 
previous studies such as in Mahdieh Abkar et. al. study (2010). Mini-parks (according to NRPA 
classification system of park) are park type which is easy to be established in any open spaces 
due to its small size, 2500 sq ft. besides, from what we found in this study, it is easy to establish 
many of these mini-parks in several districts due to the open un-used spaces. 
From the field trip to the green belt zone, it was found that there are a lot of parking lots 
in the area that are unnecessary. From the observation it was found that people use these parking 
lots to park their cars and walk downtown. Even though people benefit from these lots, it is not 
rational to locate them in the green belt zone. Beside there are a lot of un-used open spaces that 
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should be exploited better. Discovery Mall at this zone is not a rational decision, especially if it 
is a large mall building. Small bazaars and shops could be ideal for visitors, and users instead of 
a huge mall building.  
From observations, it was found that house gardens play a significant role in greening the 
city, especially the residential area. Kuwait Master plans proposed greenery plans for highways 
and main roads, large areas for forestation, and green belt projects. However, they did not 
proposed any landscaping and greenery plans for residential areas. This highlight the 
significance of house gardens in Kuwait city. House gardens and planted facades by 
householders are noticeable phenomena in Kuwait, and the reason might be the relatively high 
monthly income of the Kuwaiti citizens that allow them to practice gardening their house 













Conclusions & recommendations 
 
This study showed that Kuwait City past throw three stages of green space growth 
between the years 1982-2014 (Early Stage: before 1990, Growth Stage: 1990-2001, and Stable 
Stage: 2001-2014). Several reasons were discussed to show where, when, and why the pace of 
green space growth varies from one stage to another. This study indicated that the period time 
between 1990-2001, the Growth Stage was when the pace of total green space area in Kuwait 
City reached its peak. Moreover, this study examined public parks distribution, size, and number 
taking into account resident population as the primary variable. It was found that public parks 
were evenly and effectively distributed in some districts, while other areas need more publicly 
accessible parks.  
Kuwait is a developing country that has thrived since oil was discovered in 1936. Until 
1990, green spaces grew across Kuwait city at a steady pace. Unlike the second stage, or Growth 
Stage, the Early Stage focused its plans on adding green spaces to urban residential core areas, 
while fringe areas and their arterial roads did not have priority until the second stage. This Early 
Stage includes when most of the green space-related agencies such as Kuwait Institute for 
Scientific Research Center (KISR), and Public Authority for Agriculture and Fish Resources 
(PAAF) were established. So, this period developed out of environmental preservation in 
Kuwait, thus, it was slow and moderate at the beginning in his green space development. 
The second stage, or Growth Stage occurred when green spaces started to grow faster 




 Established the EPA in cooperation with the Ministry of Interior, which focused on 
environmental preservation in the urban areas, creating the Environmental Conservation Agency 
which protected inner-city natural environments; 
 
Kuwait’s created new rehabilitation plans of environmental preservation following the 
Iraqi invasion and the subsequent damaged and razed environment; 
 
The large project of National Greenery Project (NGP) was created to increase the green 
space of Kuwait within twenty years (1995-2015); 
 
New research conducted by different agencies and institutions to enhance and develop 
the green space in Kuwait. This second stage thrived due to the great number of studies about 
developing and improving the green space in Kuwait city; 
 
The drought tolerant plant Conocarpus was a significant addition of greening Kuwait 
city. It propagated quickly since its introduction in the 1990s and has proven to be an affective 
green cover in the city.  
 
The third stage, or Stable Stage (2001-2014), was found to be produced few changes 
green spaces across the city. During this stage, the focus was to enhance and maintain current 
green areas such as Al-Shaheed Community Public Park, Qortuba, and Al-Surra public parks. 
Green space during this period was slow, since the thrust was on maintenance, and only 
established new public parks in the newer, fringe residential areas.  The primary green space 
development during this period was the proposed second Green Belt of Kuwait, and few green 
space-focused advocacy groups.   
In addition, accessibility and buffer maps were created to show how parks were 
distributed across Kuwait city, and whether or not these parks effectively served the whole 
community, and Kuwait City's individual neighborhoods/districts. This portion of the spatial 
analysis also divulged weak points in the distribution of the parks, and which districts were 
under-served, or not served at all. Many districts lacked public parks, and some districts had no 
public parks at all.  The maps created in this study revealed the importance of what the National 
Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA) called mini-parks. It was found that many districts 
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which contained none, or few green spaces needed these mini-parks to accommodate the district 
residents. Mini-parks are easy to develop because of their small size of < 2500 ft2. Thus, this 
research recommends an increased creation and development of these mini-parks because of 
their significant benefits, low relative costs, and simple construction and maintenance. The study 
also showed how arterial roads act as barrier for users who tend to walk to a park, and at the 
same time, they act as a communication network when users tend to drive to a particular Public 
Park.     
Also, this study revealed that there was a relationship between high property costs, the 
area of parks, and the number of public parks. It identified the positive relationship between 
wealthy neighborhoods, quality of life, increased green spaces, and increased property prices. 
While in some areas of Kuwait City it was found that a positive correlation existed between 
property costs, affluent communities, and the number of parks, there was also a negative 
correlation found in other wealthy districts where there were few or no public parks located, due 
to the high property value/costs and the inability of Kuwaiti agencies to afford their purchase for 
public green spaces. Further studies should be considered to support this finding. 
 It was found that attention should be taken when drawing future plans for the Green Belt 
zone of the city as well. Green space agencies should adhere to defined land-use and land cover 
policies that examine and enforce the ratio of district green spaces to non-green spaces; a vital 
policy that will ensure that green spaces remain across the city even as residential and 
commercial development continues.  
Geospatial analyses were used to analyze ideal buffer distances and their relationships to 
the most residents served from adjacent districts. Buffer distances were tested at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 
miles. The 0.5 radius buffers and roadway buffers were overlapped to define zones where parks 
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were accessible by walking. The outcome of these overlapped and intersecting areas showed 
zones where park users reached an adjacent park within 10 minutes by walking. Buffers were 
varied around each district park and were used to associate the number to residents adjacent to 
each park, to park use. This revealed the sphere of influence surrounding each park. It was found 
that a park’s effective sphere of influence was a function of both its distance to the bulk of the 
district population, in addition to the lack of roadways that will interfere with accessibility. For 
example, residents who lived far from a park, however have no arterial roadways to cross, have 
greater accessibility to that park, thus increasing that park's effective use.  Conversely, districts 
with a high-density resident population, located close to those parks had decreased park use 
when those parks and populations were separated by primary roadways. Thus, it is recommended 
that Kuwait City should consider more than one distribution plan of parks depending on the type 
on parks, whether it is using (i) mini-parks where there is no interfering arterial roads, (ii) 
neighborhood parks which are allocated specifically for each district or governorate, or (iii) 
community parks that can designed are for the use of the residents of the entire city. 
Recommendations 
A number of recommendations are suggested from the findings in this study. One 
suggestion is to raise awareness among Kuwaiti residents through education and advertising 
regarding environmental preservation and green space development. Green space agencies 
should develop plans to increase green space development across the city.  These agencies 
should adhere to the implementation of all the current plans, and enhance and improve the 
executive sectors in these agencies as well. 
The urban heat island effect is a phenomenon that causes an increase in temperatures in 
areas where there is no, or few urban green spaces exist (USEPA, 2013). Further studies should 
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be considered in Kuwait City that would examine the heat island effect and its influences, and to 
see whether the city needs more green spaces that may reduce the higher temperatures, or 
whether the temperature is balanced by the adjacent water bodies surrounding the downtown. 
Future research should include the creation of a master plan for Kuwait City that would increase 
its overall green spaces and accessibility. High building density is the main cause for the lack of 
green spaces, which also blocks insolation reaching the ground.  
Also, the Kuwaiti Government should consider further research that investigates the 
distribution of public parks in its different governorates, taking into account the distribution and 
areas of varied density of the resident population. Studies need to be considered that examine 
park users who live within the various buffer zones, comparing them with park users who are 
living outside these buffer zones.  This would reveal the district areas where new parks would be 
most effective and widely used. 
Also, Kuwaiti green space agencies should consider a classification system for green 
space in Kuwait to determine and define all type of green spaces based on general function, size, 
type, urban location, adjacent district density, and zoned use.  A special classification system 
should be developed for parks within the urban area to better understand what the residents will 
need in the future, what is missing, and what was accomplished.   
In Kuwait City, it is crucial to understand the distribution of its green spaces, the 
population effectively served, and the function of these parks, especially in a region with such a 
relatively harsh climate as Kuwait, where green spaces are not naturally occurring. In this study, 
several reasons were proposed concerning the pace of green space growth, and the ideal 
distribution of green spaces as a function of its served residents. However, further studies are 
needed to examine these three stages in depth. In Kuwait's future, will we see an emergence of a 
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new stage in green space development, and are these three stages common to other Gulf States, 
and/or developed or emerging countries? As more quality-of-life surveys find that green spaces 
are fundamental to residential urban satisfaction (Lopes & Camenho, 2012), it reinforces these 
findings that urban green spaces are indeed, an important part of our urban fabric and satisfaction 
























                          A:  photographs of green space in Kuwait City. 











Appendix A. photographs of green space in Kuwait City 
 
 
Figure A.1 side from the Arabian Gulf road on the coastal line with vegetated area  
(Photograph by author). 
 
 





Figure A.3 Conocarpus trees with its different shapes on street sides (Photograph by author). 
 
 




Figure A.5 Vegetated area along the Sixth Ring road with a various of plant species 
 (Photograph by author). 
 
 




Figure A.7 Another vegetated area on highways. Using Conocarpus and Washintonia palms for 
beautification (Photograph by author). 
 
 
Figure A.8 Conocarpus tress with different shapes and sizes along highways  





Figure A.9 Vegetated area along the Fifth Ring road (Photograph by author). 
 
 





Figure A.11 Al Yarmukenvironment-friendly Public Park used recycled materials      
(Photograph by author). 
 
 






Figure A.13 Al Rumaithyiapublic park showing Gathering places and setting chairs along 
pathways. Palms, Conocarpus, Olives tress are the most common species that are implanted in 
this park (Photograph by author). 
 
 
Figure A.14 Tall Washingtonian palms are a very noticeable feature in Meshrif public park 





Figure A.15 New baby plants of Washingtonian Palms being implanted recently in Meshrif park 
(Photograph by author). 
 
 






Figure A.17 Al Khetabipublic park has a lot of foreigner visitors because of its location. Setting 
















Appendix B. Maps of Kuwait and Kuwait City 
 
 










Figure B.2 Metropolitan Area Spatial Distribution of Industrial Land (Kuwait Municipality,2005) 
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Figure B.3 Areas of Potential for future Development (Kuwait Municipality,2005) 
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Figure B.4 Metropolitan Area Boundaries according to 3KMPR-2005 (Kuwait Municipality,2005) 
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Figure B.5 Physical Pattern of commercial land use (Kuwait Municipality,2005) 
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Figure B.6 3KMPR Proposal future pattern of greenery (Kuwait Municipality,2005) 
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Figure B.8 Schematic representation of the national development potential and prospectus 
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